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Abstract
Daniel GOLESTAN
Investigation of Triton X-100 Mixtures in Viral Membranes
Using a Coarse-Grain Model
Triton X-100 (TX-100) is a nonionic surfactant used in the solubilisation of lipid bilayer
cell membranes. This property makes it an effective agent in the manufacture of split
virus vaccines for all strains of influenza. The dynamics of the rupture of the virion lipid
envelope have been postulated but never observed. The biology community has in
recent years turned to molecular dynamics simulations to analyse the rupture process at
the molecular scale. A major obstacle to this is the high computational demand for such
a simulation, if atomistic forcefields are used, which exceeds the capabilities available
in most high performance computing facilities. The MARTINI force field represents one
attempt to deal with this by coarse graining such systems, with a 4:1 particle mapping,
to allow the simulations to run with a diminished computational demand.
MARTINI has been utilised a number of times to study TX-100, but has not been
able to satisfactorily describe the rupture process. Therefore it was necessary to deter-
mine the validity of the MARTINI force field for this application. Atomistic aggrega-
tion dynamics for TX-100 in the lipid bilayer, solvated by water and ions, were used
as a validation benchmark for MARTINI simulations. The radial distribution func-
tion (RDF), diffusivity and clustering behaviour were used to determine several short
comings of the MARTINI parametrisation for TX-100. The RDF and diffusivity calcula-
tions revealed that in MARTINI the head groups experience a net self repulsive effect,
limited diffusivity and therefore no tendency for aggregation - despite clear signs of
aggregation processes in atomistic simulations. Increasing the attractive potential be-
tween TX-100 head groups resulted in a more similar RDF profile to that obtained from
CHARMM, however no significant aggregation process was observed. The TX-100 tails
were observed to be anomalously bound to the bilayer interface with both the original
and head group modified parameters.
It was found via atomistic simulations that the hydrophobic TX-100 head group
does not play any role other than as an anchor, while subtle action from the water
causes the otherwise hydrophilic tails to be hydrophobically driven together. Hence, a
new hypothesis for the aggregation process is presented here. The TX-100 tail param-
eters were adjusted in accordance with the proposed hypothesis, which resulted in a
successful validation against CHARMM simulations for the newly created MARTINI
parameters.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Infectious disease remains a global health threat to people and animals, resulting in
lost productivity, illness, and death. Every tissue type in the body is susceptible to
some form of parasitic, fungal, bacterial, or viral infection. These pathogen classes each
have strains that can induce a range of diseases, on a spectrum from imperceptible
to lethal. A prerequisite to curing an infectious disease of any type, is to destroy the
pathogens inducing it. In the case of most parasitic, bacterial and fungal infections,
antibiotics remain an effective tool for achieving that. It is unlikely that these diseases
will result in devastating epidemics, so long as this ease of treatment remains. The
steady rise in prevalence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, threatens this [1] and may lead
to demand for alternative treatment methods for such diseases [2]. There has been
no shortage of creativity in this space; attempts to treat bacterial infections with func-
tionalised nanoparticles [3], photodynamic therapy [4], targeted drug-delivery [5] and
cultured bacteriophage viruses [6–8] abound in the literature. Fortunately not every
infection leads to a disease, due to the continuous activity of the immune system.
Viruses hijack the metabolic processes of the host’s cells to perpetuate themselves
[9], and are hence not susceptible to any antibiotic drugs which do not also destroy the
host. This means that the infected host’s immune system is the only reliable tool avail-
able for destroying viral infections. It is not a surprise then, that the doctor’s advice for
a viral infection is often limited to remaining hydrated, staying in bed and not-smoking
[10]; as these are all actions that support the innate and adaptive immune systems. The
adaptive immune system can be further supported if certain lymphocytes have experi-
ence with the pathogen due to a prior infection [11]. Vaccines train these lymphocytes
to act early and in great magnitude, before damage is incurred to the potential viral
host. While bacterial vaccines have been in use for over a century [12, 13], antibiotics
are typically used instead. Efforts on vaccine development are generally reserved for
viral infections, for which drug alternatives are less effective or as yet impossible, as
the widespread impact of a virus outbreak represents a significant hazard to people
- in particular those living in urban environments [14]. Virions, the individual viral
agents responsible for seeding cellular infections, are often < 0.1 µm in diameter [15],
rendering observation of the processes that drive them impossible under wet condi-
tions. Despite this limit, understanding the dynamics of virion and cell membrane
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molecules is critical, as they form the site where antibodies and other agents, such as
commercial chemicals [16], act to rupture virions. Research on the sub-membrane scale
would make manufacture of existing viral vaccines, and discovery of new ones, more
effective.
1.1 Biomolecules
An issue arises when using the term "biological molecule", or "biomolecule". Biologists
and chemists tend to use it interchangeably with "organic molecule", a term which ex-
cludes all compounds that do not contain carbon - potentially a narrow view, but one
that would include DNA, RNA, lipids, sugars, alcohols, proteins, and other molecules
vital to metabolism. From a physicists perspective however, it could also include any
molecule that energetically contributes to a biological system, including salt and water.
From a biophysics perspective, both views apply simultaneously, however a consis-
tent definition must be chosen. In this thesis, as the analytical methods employed are
grounded more deeply in physics than they are in biology, the word "biomolecule" will
refer to any compound, which through kinetic effects; charge; structure; or some other
physical phenomenon, contributes to or is a product of a metabolic process. Impor-
tantly, this definition includes water as described in the following section.
1.1.1 The Role of Water
Ion transport, osmosis, protein folding and lipid assembly are all examples of solvent
dependent processes. Without the continuous agitation provided by thermally driven
collisions made by water molecules on biological molecules, a large proportion of the
energy required for metabolism would not be available [17]. The health and behaviour
of an organism is highly sensitive to temperature as a result of this dependency.
While amphiphillic molecules like lipids and surfactants demonstrate self-assembly
[18] in vacuum and gaseous environments, the particular structures that benefit life
are those that form in the polar environment facilitated by water with dissolved salts.
The strong short-range intermolecular potentials, produced between water and lipid
molecules, steers the lipid while momentum transferred from the solvent drives the
lipid molecule into position. Without the potential, the lipid’s motion would be ran-
dom. Without the thermal energy, it would not be able to overcome the entropic energy
cost of shifting neighbouring molecules out of the way, to find its most energetically
stable position.
The ion concentration is critical as well. Enzymatic activity, cellular tonicity, and
cell volume are each an example of the many aspects of cellular metabolism that are
dependent on this.
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FIGURE 1.1: Chemical structure for A) dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
(DPPC) and B) 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC). The
latter is easily identified by the acyl chain double bond kink.
1.1.2 Phospholipids
Lipids are a class of biomolecules that are soluble in non-polar solvents; they are hy-
drophobic, due to a carbon-based backbone. Such lipids include cholesterol, fatty acids,
and certain vitamins. Phospholipids however, are amphiphilic. Both hydrophobic tails
are each attached to a polar headgroup consisting of a phosphate anion, which is often
covalently bonded to a second polar group such as choline or glycerol.
Phospholipids are present in a range of structures and mechanisms in animals, bac-
teria, and viruses. In this thesis, the two key molecules of this class are: dipalmi-
toylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), which plays a major role as a pulmonary surfactant
[19]; and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC), reported to be the most
abundant phospholipid in animal membranes [20]. The amphiphilic nature of phos-
pholipids is responsible for manipulation of surface tension in the lungs [19], and for
self assembly into vesicle or bilayer structures, which are exploited by the body for lipid
transport and formation of cell membranes. The chemical structures for DPPC and
POPC are presented in Figure 1.1. These two molecules possess the same headgroup,
and very similar hydrophobic tails. POPC has a longer chain length by one carbon, and
it also possesses a double bond on one of the acyl chains, resulting in a kink. The geo-
metric disruption in the lipid bilayer, due to an unsaturated acyl chain kink, has been
shown to both increase the area-per-lipid, and to decrease bilayer bending rigidity [21].
1.1.3 Phospholipid Structures
There are a range of stable solvated configurations that phospholipids can form. Mi-
celles, vesicles, and bilayers are all examples of solvated lipid structures in their most
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FIGURE 1.2: A lipid bilayer sheet.
stable energy state; driven together via hydrophobic exclusion from the water, rather
than by any attractive forces between the assembling molecules. The polar water molecules
attract the headgroups on the lipids, effectively repelling the lipid acyl chains towards
each other, as is the case with the lipid bilayer shown in Figure 1.2, and the micelle
shown in Figure 1.3. The closely packed hydrophobic lipid components create an en-
ergy barrier for the water, which at biological temperatures, prevent water molecules
from crossing the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. Water molecules rarely obtain
sufficient kinetic energy to enter the bilayer and traverse it under normal conditions,
however the liklihood increases as a function of temperature. That the phospholipid
bilayer’s permeability to water is temperature sensitive has been confirmed experimen-
tally [22]. The lipid bilayer membrane performs many roles in addition to the enclosure
of animal cells, bacterial cells, and virions [23]. In pathogens, it is the site of the anti-
gen proteins exploited by the lymphocytes and antibodies generated by an immune
response [24].
In the case of the micelle, the lipids typically assemble rod-like, spherical, or disc-
like configurations[25], with the ends of the acyl chains at the core, and headgroups
meeting the solvent at the micellar surface.
One other common structure formed by phospholipids is the liposome. It is related
to the micelle due to its spherical arrangement and to the lipid bilayer by its two inter-
digitated lipid shells, which enclose a water droplet on the inside, as shown implicitly
in Figure 1.4. Liposomes, and vesicles in general, are more coherently ordered in com-
parison to micelles, as they have the potential to grow to any size. At small sizes the
number of lipids making up the interior leaflet will be much smaller compared with the
exterior leaflet. At very large sizes, as the curvature decreases, the structure approaches
the form of an ideal lipid bilayer that has roughly the same number of lipids in both
shells/leaflets.
The cell membrane is essentially a giant lipid vesicle [26] that supports embedded
functional proteins. The lipid composition is often complex [27–29], consisting of dif-
ferent phospholipids, and other lipid molecules. Each constituent lipid type imparts an
FIGURE 1.3: A lipid micelle.
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FIGURE 1.4: A liposome.
effect to the physical properties of the bilayer. The lipid composition plays a role that
is just as functional as the proteins it houses. Solvated amphiphiles are also capable of
other more complicated configurations, such as the inverted hexagonal phase [30], but
they are not relevant in the context of this work.
1.2 Viruses
Living organisms possess the ability to obtain the energy and material they require to
function, and they reproduce independently by using those resources - i.e. they are
capable of metabolism. Although viruses are composed of biomolecules, they are not
considered to be organisms, due to their dependency on host cells for metabolic pro-
cesses that sustain them. Viruses act as infective genetic seeds that reprogram host cells
so that they will produce the proteins and DNA or RNA required to produce virions,
the singular units of the collective virus. Virions then continuously self assemble in the
cytoplasm under these conditions, until at a certain point the host cell’s membrane rup-
tures, or lyses, releasing the new virions into the body to infect neighbouring cells. This
is known as the lytic life-cycle. By outsourcing the most demanding part of being alive,
virus have risen to huge numbers, and occupy a number of parasitic and symbiotic [31,
32] niches in the global ecosystem.
Their ubiquitous presence in nature has led to a variety of interesting therapeutic
applications for viruses and their subunits, including: destroying antibiotic-resistant
bacterial infections with bacteriophages [6, 7, 33–35], a type of virus that only infects
and destroys bacteria; selectively lysing cancer cells without harming any other tissues
in the body [8, 36–38]; viral gene therapy [39–42]; and nanoscale drug delivery [5, 43–
46].
1.2.1 Relevance of the Viral Lipid Envelope
The first barrier encountered from the exterior of a virus is its lipid bilayer envelope,
which is visible for the HSV-1 virion shown in Figure 1.5. The envelope obtains its lipid
composition from the host cells which generated them. This aids the process of infec-
tion via membrane fusion, the outcome of which is the full shedding of the envelope
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FIGURE 1.5: Capsids and envelopes of HSV-1 virions have been imaged
using cryo-electron tomography [47]. The bilayer appears as a dark cir-
cumference around the virion. Scale bar = 100nm.
and deployment of the capsid (also visible in Figure 1.5) into the cytoplasm without
lysing the cell. The schematic of the influenza virus’ life-cycle shown in Figure 1.6
presents the key stages of; and contributors to; the lytic life cycle of Influenza A. It can
be summarised as occuring in 6 main processes: 1. Host cell invasion; 2. Delivery of
viral ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs) to the host cell nucleus; 3. Subsequent transcription
of the viral genome from vRNP to RNA; 5. Fabrication and transport of new vRNPs
out of the nucleus; 6. Virion assembly and budding at the cell membrane [48].
Haemagglutinin (HA) is a protein which forms large tree-like structures that dominate
the landscape of the outer virion membrane by making up 80% of the envelope pro-
teins. It plays a critical role in stage 1 of the life cycle, it initiates binding to sialic acid on
the surface of the host cell’s membrane. Triggered by the lower pH environment inside
the endosome, formed by the cell membrane enveloping the virion, HA experiences a
conformational change that induces binding of the viral envelope to the host cell mem-
brane. The binding efficacy of HA is variant between different influenza strains, which
is one cause of the different levels of susceptibility to infection for certain viral strains
between humans, pigs and birds. The other main reason for this is the process of mu-
tative adaptation of glycan configurations on HA. The relative size and distribution of
HA, combined with the branching glycan shield, depicted in Figure 1.7, demonstrates
how severely obstructed the surface of the lipid envelope is.
The resulting specificity challenge faced by antibodies attempting to bind to viral
epitopes creates the conditions for a molecular arms race. Mutative adjustment of the
glycan shield is a key defensive strategy the virus uses to evade immune system an-
tibodies. When a virus rearranges the glycan molecules, via the process of antigenic
drift, antibody binding becomes sterically interrupted [50]. HA is also responsible for
initiating virus-cell membrane fusion upon contact with a host cell, due to a conforma-
tional change in HA that is triggered by the low PH of the cell membrane environment
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FIGURE 1.6: The life cycle of the influenza virus[49].
FIGURE 1.7: Antigenic drift: evolution of the glycan configuration on
HA, between 1918 and 2009. HA is a H1N1 influenza membrane protein,
and the primary location of the virus’s epitopes [52].
[51].
The envelope proteins play a second major role in stage 6 of the life cycle. Envelope
proteins HA, Neuraminidase (NA) (which makes up 17% of the envelope proteins) and
matrix 2 (M2) must all be present at the host cell membrane for viral budding to occur.
When budding is complete, the virion is released from the cell membrane due to the
action of NA cleaving the sialic acid residues from glycolipids and glycoproteins on the
surface of the virions.
1.3 Viral Vaccines
Instead of attempting to treat an infection after symptoms emerge, as is often the phi-
losophy behind antibiotic drugs, the goal is instead to preventatively fortify the body,
such that the infection never takes hold. Understanding the interactions at the molec-
ular level, between immune cells and the pathogen, is critical for developing vaccines.
General background theory of viral vaccines and the emergence of the influenza vac-
cine will be discussed here.
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1.3.1 Inducing Immunity
Any intervention that induces a temporary or permanent immunity to an infectious
disease, in preparation for an infection event, can be classified as a vaccine. Deliberate
infection with an active pathogen that leads to immunity after inducing the disease, can
therefore not be considered a form of vaccination. Viral vaccines can be derived from
whole inactivated viruses, split virions, or subunits of the virion.
A large market exists for seasonal influenza vaccines due to the ever evolving lipid
envelope of the influenza virus, which incessantly develops protective adaptations
against antibodies via antigenic drift [53]. Likely glycan mutations can be predicted
[54], which in the future, may allow for the preparation of seasonal vaccines in advance.
The more severe and rare evolution event is that of antigenic shift [55], whereby multi-
ple viral strains simultaneously infect the same cell, resulting in a reassortant or recom-
binant virus subtype with antigens for which a vast proportion of the human popula-
tion will lack matching antibodies. Antigenic shift has been identified as the cause of
several severe influenza pandemics in the recent past, including the 1918 ’Spanish Flu’
pandemic which resulted in the deaths over 50 million people [56].
1.3.2 The Influenza Vaccine
The influenza vaccine was developed during WWII in the United States [57–59], how-
ever the current vaccine stockpile is insufficient to deal with the outbreak of a pan-
demic due to the sheer expense of maintaining one that is appropriately large [60]. The
method for culturing the virus, still in use today [61], takes approximately three weeks,
and involves sampling throat washings from an infected patient before culturing the
virus by inoculating either the amniotic, or the allantoic cavity of a chicken embryo
in the egg. The eggshell is then opened and the virus extracted from the infected res-
piratory tract of the embryo. Splitting [16] the virus is done using surfactants such
as Tween-ether or Triton X-100 (TX-100) [62]; which is presented in Figure 1.8. The
split virions can then be used for the vaccine, once the excess surfactant has been re-
moved from the solution. A small amount of surfactant is left however, to maintain
the stability of the vaccine [63]. Split virus vaccines are preferred, due to their lower
reactogenicity, over whole inactivated virus vaccines (WIV)[64]. This process yields a
low risk of adverse reactions and lends itself to mass-production; vital in the case of
need for an acute pandemic response [65]. The downside is that it is sensitive work, is
labour intensive, requires tens- to hundreds-of-thousands of embryonic eggs to study
[16], and is unpredictable due to the limited understanding of the surfactant induced
bilayer rupture processes. Vaccine development, therefore, occasionally requires trial
and error tweaking of the surfactant concentration and other parameters, to yield ex-
pected results in new strains. Postulations have been made regarding lipid bilayer
rupture, including: fluctuation hole formation [66]; extreme bilayer curvature due to
chain shape mismatch [67]; and surfactant-lipid admix micellisation [68]. Each of these
processes relies on surfactant aggregation in the lipid environment; a process that is
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FIGURE 1.8: Chemical structure for Triton X-100 with 8 ethylene oxide
groups. The polyethylene oxide chain can be produced to any length,
but in TX-100 it is typically 8-10 units long.
unlikely to be observed with imaging techniques due to the limitations of soft and wet
matter environments. Evidence of splitting is currently limited to the microscale, with
successful observations and measurements of virions being made through the use of
fluorescence emission spectroscopy [69, 70]; and cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo
EM) [47]. Under the conditions of the former it is possible to watch a virus splitting
[16], or to characterise the splitting response of virions in solution against a variable
such as surfactant concentration [71, 72], while the TX-100 rupture trigger remains out
of reach. Cyro EM allows for snapshots of virons at different stages of the process, but
is limited by the fact that no dynamics can be observed in the frozen sample, which
embeds the virion in vitreous ice. Cryo EM also has a resolution that is suited for de-
termination of the structure of nanoparticles, but is insufficient for direct imaging of
singular or clustered molecules [73]. The intermolecular surfactant-lipid dynamics is
the key feature missing from the current library of studies on surfactant driven viral
lysis. As a result very little can be done outside of the present methods to improve
immunological efficacy and minimisation of unintended harmful reactions in patients
receiving vaccines.
1.3.3 Triton X-100 in the lipid bilayer
TX-100 is a non-ionic surfactant which is used for isolating stable membrane proteins.
As shown in Figure 1.8, TX-100 has a hydrophobic headgroup consisting of dimethyl
groups, a benzene ring, and a hydrophilic polyethylene oxide tail. Self-interaction be-
tween TX-100 headgroups at contact distances is driven in part by the presence of a
benzene ring in the headgroup. Its rigid planarity and tendency for pi-pi stacking en-
courages the alignment of benzene rings - a phenomenon that also makes it useful for
solubilisation [74] and functionalisation [75] of carbon-nanotubes. As this is a stronger
interaction than that between the hydrophobic components of TX-100 and the lipid acyl
chain, TX-100 in the lipid bilayer may have some tendency towards self aggregation.
1.4 Theoretical/Computational Studies
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a method for computationally modelling interactions of a
closed system composed of interacting molecules. Based on integrating Newton’s laws
of motion for each of the particles - all of the related data is generated and stored in the
computer. As it is based on physical laws, the time evolution of the system is an im-
portant part of the simulations. This output amounts to a time-dependent trajectory of
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the system, which can be used to extract structural, dynamic and energetic information
from the simulation. This is not the case for simulations based only on random sam-
pling algorithms, such as Monte Carlo. While Monte Carlo can be successfully used to
converge on conformations that are correlated to energy minima, MD affords the study
of phenomena on the sub-experimental scale, with full control of the parameters driv-
ing the dynamics. It acts as a kind of virtual microscope in the absence of any detailed
information from physical techniques. A main concern with this is that the results are
driven by an approximate description of real physics and could produce misleading re-
sults, unless careful measures are taken to validate the model against experimental re-
sults for the same biomolecular system, where validation is a scientific process through
which system properties are iterative modified through modification of forcefield pa-
rameters. Once the simulation parameters that best match the benchmark quantities
is identified, the model can then be considered to be validated. Many studies involv-
ing the phospholipid bilayer attempt to achieve this by matching the lipid area to that
of experimental values for that lipid type. Alternatively the electron density is used.
The lipid order parameter can be matched to deuterium NMR studies [76]. While for
systems of micelles, the average cluster size is a means of comparison [77], the struc-
ture type or shape offers further information about how well the model reproduces real
dynamics [78].
1.4.1 Origins of Amphiphillic Molecules in MD
Questions around the behaviour of lipid bilayers and surfactant structures, have been
around since the early 20th century [79, 80]. Attempts to deal with them were limited
to experimental and theoretical studies [81, 82]. It was known that the hydrophobic
and hydrophilic moieties would phase separate, so the assumption was made that the
entire population of amphiphilic molecules in the system could be represented as a
single sheet, the perturbations of which would be described by equations applied to
the whole continuum [83] The trouble with this is that one cannot be certain that the
behaviour of the chosen equations is correct at all. It is a top-down attempt at elucidat-
ing the dynamics at the bottom. Such studies were built upon in the 80’s by a variety of
bottom-up attempts at simulating amphiphilic molecules in 2D with Monte Carlo. With
more computational power it was possible to perform a simulation in MD that consid-
ered a simple coarse-grained framework based on "o" (oil-like), "w" (water-like) and
"o-w" (oil- bonded to water-like) particles [84]. The important observation of immedi-
ate micellisation of amphiphiles was made here for the first time. From here a number
of studies following this framework followed to study the behaviour of more compli-
cated molecular structures [85]. These early MD simulations provided a physically
grounded, bottom-up approach for simulating experimentally observable dynamics.
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1.4.2 Model Validation
Rigorous testing of a new model, against existing accepted data, is a critical stage of
development. It is not sufficient for a model to appear to be sound by its conception,
or by a single aspect of its behaviour. In order to demonstrate that physically appro-
priate dynamics are being generated, a range of properties should be compared with
more fundamental calculations and experimental data wherever possible. Calculated
quantities suitable for validation include: binding energy; the self-diffusion constant;
the Radial Distribution Function (RDF), or Pair Correlation Function; the Potential of
Mean Force (PMF); and the number and size of molecular clusters.
1.4.3 Computational Work on TX-100
A small number of computational studies on TX-100 appear in the literature, mainly ad-
dressing the themes of micellisation, aggregation and clustering. The earliest of these
was based on conformer searching for the molecule in a vacuum and cluster analy-
sis using the rule based Universal forcefield (UFF) [86]. It was found that the TX-100
molecule would take on a range of conformations between a stretched polyethylene
tail, and a coiled one [87].
MD simulations of TX-100 free to diffuse throughout a two phase lipid bilayer en-
vironment consisting of partitioned regions of DUPC and DPPC, maintained a homo-
geneous distribution of TX-100 throughout the bilayer. Fluorescence emission spectra
showed phase partitioning in lipid vesicles introduced to TX-100, despite the modelling
showing a negligible effect in the presence of TX-100 [70].
Milano et. al. published a series of purely computational studies that follow on
from this to simulate the role of TX-100 in: micelle formation [88]; the bilayer/solvent
interface [67]; and solubilisation of the lipid bilayer [89]. The first of these, employing
all-atom and coarse grained MD simulations of TX-100 in water, found that TX-100 mi-
celles were polymorphic, ranging between prolate and oblate, as a function of aggregate
size, Nagg [88]. Nagg had been experimentally confirmed by others in prior work, via
x-ray scattering experiments, which served as a top-down validation of the CG MAR-
TINI model used in the modelling. This was used to justify results from the second
paper in the series, where the allegedly curvophilic TX-100 was seen to create stress in
the DPPC bilayer [67].
Influences from the lipid environment, bilayer curvature in particular, were theo-
rised to play a role in aggregation of TX-100. Milano and colleagues attributed the
aggregation process to a bilayer curvature mismatch [67]. However they did not at-
tribute this to their demonstrated lipid bilayer rupture on the microsecond timescale
[89]. As the TX-100 molecule is curvophilic in this framework, if present in a lipid bi-
layer, its ethylene oxide tail consumes more bilayer area than its hydrophobic compo-
nent thus curving the bilayer. Low energy sites appear between the lipids, which TX-
100 molecules occupy resulting in a mixed TX-100/lipid phase. The opposing leaflet
then experiences concave curvature at this location, forcing the lipid headgroups closer
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together and driving TX-100 out of the concave region. The final equilibrated result
becomes a bilayer with ripples that are maintained by the presence of mixed surfactan-
t/lipid phase, and pure lipid phase throughout.
The authors did not comment on the possibility that the observed bilayer curvature
may have occurred via an alternative process, such as box compression, which could
have been the origin of the observed bilayer stress and subsequent buckling. Close
inspection of figures provided in their paper reveals that TX-100 molecules lie flat along
the bilayer/water interface. This feature is also apparent in other publications that used
MARTINI to model TX-100 [70] and is not consistent with hydrophilic behaviour.
Further, it appears that the TX-100 tail particles are overlapping with the positions
of the polar lipid particles. Overlapping particles are an indication that the figures were
not the product of an MD simulation. TX-100 and DPPC [90] had both been validated in
MARTINI, but to deal with the molecular interactions between them, a comparison of
the DPPC bilayer area change in the presence of TX-100 was made between simulated
and experimental results. Conformational similarity was displayed as a validation via
electron density profiles that were found to be similar between equilibrated atomistic
and coarse grained representations of the system. It was further observed that ten-
dencies for TX-100 micellisation and for parallel bilayer packing exist simultaneously,
leading to positive bilayer curvature at the site of mixed DPPC/TX-100 phases, where
TX-100 was present on both leaflets. The net effect was an undulating bilayer which
deviated about its equilibrium position.
Milano and colleagues tested this further in their third TX-100 paper [89], which
examined TX-100’s bilayer curvature effect by asymmetrically introducing TX-100 to
the solvated DPPC bilayer. In this scenario, the bilayer was demonstrated to rupture
after 200 ns when the top leaflet consisted of 50% TX-100; a fraction that is much higher
than that likely to physically occur. Onset of permeablisation and solubilisation of lipid
bilayers is experimentally seen to occur near the critical micelle concentration (CMC)
of TX-100 [91], which is reported between 0.2 mM and 0.9 mM. At such low concen-
trations the surfactant would have to accumulate in the bilayer over time, without
disrupting the bilayer. As such, relying on the observation of a solubilisation is not
a sufficient demonstration of the natural dynamics if the natural bilayer concentration
never reaches that used in the simulation.
It is a great achievement to computationally observe such physically elusive phe-
nomena and a testament of the capabilities of MD. However, in light of certain ques-
tions about the validity of publication figures, and the fact that dynamics observed in
the recent computational work by Milano’s group primarily rely on geometric and con-
formational validations, as opposed to statistical and energetic ones, a critical view is
taken here.
As a final note to this critisism, no treatment of the tail dynamics was provided
in this series of publications, beyond the assertion that the tail will coil in response
to solvation. As this was not seen in the CG images presented, where the tails were
seen lying parallel to the bilayer, attention is drawn to the fact that the PEO chain used
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for modelling the TX-100 tail has recently been determined to be poorly modelled in
MARTINI due to limitations in the available particle types. This led to the inability
to match some of the structural and thermodynamic properties for a PEO type repeat
unit, such as that found in TX-100 [92]. The number of particle types was expanded to
address this, through the inclusion of custom particle types, which provide energetics
that are more specific to the PEO chain.
1.5 Project Outline
1.5.1 Project Motivations
The need to computationally simulate the surfactant induced lipid bilayer solubilisa-
tion process is driven by the fact that there are particular quantities that are not de-
tectable by experimental techniques. In particular, the behaviour of surfactant molecules
in the bilayer is not visible, and can only be estimated from quantities obtained from
experiments that average over thousands of microstates. The TX-100/lipid ratio at the
instant of solubilisation is therefore not known. Modelling the process at nominal ra-
tios that yield the desired activity, is not likely to correspond to the true behaviour. The
CMC is the main known quantity, however the TX-100 concentration would only affect
the adsorption rate rather than the final bilayer lipid/surfactant ratio. This unknown
combined with the limitations of computational resources means that any computa-
tional study in this area is attempting to scan an enormous parameter space through
narrow windows of: time; TX-100/lipid ratio; molecular inclusion; and bilayer area. As
the simulation must sample an equivalently large number of microstates as is achieved
in experiments, it is unlikely that a meaningful comparison can be made with slow
and computationally expensive atomistic forcefields. Further to this problem, coarse
graining the model to accelerate the simulation will result in unintended physics. It is
therefore important to characterise the energetic environment experienced by TX-100
in the bilayer and to understand how to interpret the results from the specific coarse
graining used. By validating the MARTINI simulations to atomistic simulations and
experimental results, it may become possible to determine the appropriate parameter
space within which the solubilisation event occurs.
1.5.2 Project Aims
Validation tests for the MARTINI forcefield were based on the diffusion constant for
TX-100 in the lipid bilayer. Calculating this allowed for comparison with experimen-
tal numbers. Aligning the energetics for MARTINI to that of the all-atom CHARMM
forcefield was a key goal of this work. The Radial Distribution Function was used to
check for structural differences generated between the two models. Key non-bonded
interaction potentials were systematically varied to improve the accuracy of the TX-
100 dynamics in MARTINI. The validation was undertaken with the aim of using the
validated MARTINI parameters for large system, long time-scale simulations to study
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the two-dimensional TX-100 aggregration behaviour in the lipid bilayer environment.
It was expected that analysis of simulations of the aggregating TX-100 molecules with
a sufficiently large system size would lead to insights into the driving processes and
potentially the observation of bilayer rupture initiation.
1.5.3 Thesis Layout
The thesis is structured such that the computational methods, including various treat-
ments of the origins of MD and the theoretical details behind the models and analytical
methods used, are presented in Chapter 2; the results are presented in Chapter 3; and
the conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Computational Methods
Computers were the sole tool used in the production of all of the work presented in this
thesis, from running simulations, to performing analysis on the results yielded. Form-
ing the right relationship with the computer, through the development of the most
appropriate skills, is arguably the most important first step for computational scien-
tists. The reasons for choosing and details behind the suite of methods and analysis
techniques employed throughout this scientific endeavour will be discussed. In partic-
ular, the quantum origins and operation of Molecular Dynamics, specific details of the
molecular coarse graining used, and the general philosophy of how trust is lent to a
computational model are treated here.
2.1 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a well established computational technique used for de-
termining molecular behaviour at the nanoscale [93, 94]. It is built on the classical laws
of motion for particles, with the quantum mechanical behaviour being provided as re-
duced input parameters for the equations driving the dynamics. The primary use for
MD is the observation and determination of behavioural molecular features that cannot
be resolved experimentally due to the awkward nature of measurement at the thresh-
old between quantum and classical scales, especially for warm and wet environments.
Protein folding is one of many examples of this; prior to the use of MD, imagination
was the only way to escape the static crystallographic picture that existed for proteins
[95]. While a wide range of forcefields exist for a variety of applications, all-atom and
coarse-grained models are the focus of this work.
The popularity of MD is growing in tandem with the accelerating progress of the
silicon technologies used in gaming and other computationally demanding applica-
tions such as cryptocurrency [96] and artificial intelligence [97]. As classical computing
power approaches its physical performance asymptote [98], larger strides in calculation
speed now come from algorithmic redesign. The gradual move away from component
miniaturisation, towards the more recent focus on CPU parallelisation and internode
communication, has motivated developers of MD programs such as GROMACS, one
of the widely used MD engines for biomolecular simulations, to optimise their code for
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GPU parallelisation for the most computationally demanding calculations in its algo-
rithm [99].
Many of the problems waiting to be solved, in the early days of MD, were well be-
yond the capability of the available technology, even when heavily simplified. While
the nature of biophysics problems has increased in complexity, the philosophy of mak-
ing careful approximations to open up larger parameter spaces and scales, remains at
the core of all computational simulations of soft matter systems.
2.1.1 Approximation from Quantum Mechanics
To compute the dynamics of a material system with the maximum accuracy available
to modern physics, one must take a bottom up approach from the quantum scale -
resulting in the need to generate the electron density around every atom and ion in
the system, at each time step, prior to calculating the forces, velocities and new coor-
dinates. This is a suitable level of rigor for simulating two atoms with overlapping
electron clouds, making it impossible to use in soft matter; the smallest features of
which emerge on the nanoscale. The methods applied towards biological systems must
therefore possess the accuracy afforded by Quantum Mechanics (QM), while accom-
modating the tens of thousands of atoms required to simulate them.
Molecular Dynamics achieves this by reducing the complicated QM framework
down to a limited classical one, via a convenient result of the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation. Examination of the derivation of the equations of motion used in MD
demonstrates how such a simplification is possible.
The Many-Body Schrödinger Equation
Consider that it is the electrons alone that are responsible for the energy surface along
which molecular interactions are defined. As indistinguishable fermionic particles, pos-
sessing a half integer spin, electrons are subject to the Pauli Exclusion Principle; which
states that any two electrons occupying the same orbital must possess opposing spin
projections. The total wavefunction, ψ, for such a system of two or more interacting
electrons, is necessarily antisymmetric. This creates a forceless repulsive quantum ex-
clusion, which can be treated classically as a force, when two or more electrons with
identical spins occupy the same orbital at a common point in space. The Schrödinger
equation relevant to this scenario can be represented by:
(Hn + He +Une)ψ({Ri, rα}) = Eψ({Ri, rα}) (2.1)
Where: E is the total energy in the system, R is the absolute position of an atomic
or ionic nucleus, r is the position of an electron relative to its nucleus - where i and α
count over all nuclei and electrons in the system respectively and:
Hn = −∑
i
h¯2
2Mi
∇2i +∑
i>j
zizje2
|Ri − Rj| (2.2)
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He = −∑
α
h¯2
2m
∇2α + ∑
α>β
e2
|rα − rβ| (2.3)
Une =∑
i,α
zie2
|Ri − rα| (2.4)
Where: Hn is the energy contribution from the nuclei, He is the electron contribution
and Une is the coulombic potential energy between electrons and nuclei, M is the mass
of the nucleus, m is the electron mass, and z and e represent the charge on the nucleus
and electron respectively.
The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
Assuming, via the Adiabatic Theorem, that the electronic environment will adjust in-
stantaneously to a change in the position of the relatively massive nuclei, we can model
the dynamics by regarding the contributions from He and Une as negligible. The Born-
Oppenheimer Approximation allows us to decouple from ψ, the wavefunction compo-
nents ψe and ψn for electrons and nuclei respectively, via: ψ({Ri, rα}) = ψn({Ri})ψe({Ri, rα}).
Substituting this into the Schrödinger Equation (Equation 2.1) yields:
(Hn + He +Une)ψn({Ri})ψe({Ri, rα}) = Eψn({Ri})ψe({Ri, rα}) (2.5)
Assuming fixed nuclei, the electronic component becomes:
(He +Une)ψe({Ri, rα}) = Ee({Ri})ψe({Ri, rα}) (2.6)
We can then work towards an expression for the nuclei by substituting Equation 2.6
back into Equation 2.5 to obtain:
[Hn + Ee({Ri})]ψn({Ri})ψe({Ri, rα}) = Eψn({Ri})ψe({Ri, rα}) (2.7)
The adiabatic approximation allows us to assume that the cross terms arising from
Hnψe({Ri, rα}), which describe the interaction between the nuclei and their associated
electrons, are negligible. This results in the nuclear component becoming:
[Hn + Ee({Ri})]ψn({Ri}) = Eψn({Ri}) (2.8)
Where Ee({Ri}) is the ground state electron contribution to the system energy.
Finally, the potential energy function can be derived from the nuclear potential en-
ergy term in Equation 2.2 and Ee({Ri}):
U({Ri}) =∑
i>j
zizje2
|Ri − Rj| + Ee({Ri}) (2.9)
Despite Equation 2.8 being orders of magnitude simpler in its computational de-
mand with respect to Equation 2.1, it is still unfeasible to use it beyond calculations on
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the order of hundreds of atoms. To bring the model into the range of tens - or hundreds
- of thousands of atoms, a further approximation is required.
2.1.2 Atomistic Dynamics
Simplifying the model by reducing the electronic and quantum mechanical degrees
of freedom means that MD is solely based on manipulation of the particle distances
and angles. Obtaining accurate dynamics therefore depends on appropriate determi-
nation of the forcefield parameters. The philosophy of forcefield parametrisation de-
pends on the application, so this discussion will begin in general terms, and transition
more specifically to the two separate forcefields used in this work: CHARMM36 and
MARTINI.
Non-bonded Potentials
All-Atom models require, not only that all atomic coordinates are accounted for, but
also that all of their degrees of freedom are included as well. Affecting this are the
bonded and non-bonded potentials, which are parameterised in the forcefield.
Intermolecular potentials are the drivers of a vast space of biological phenomena.
Protein folding, ion transport, and aggregation processes being key examples of this.
For the purposes of computationally modelling the long range electrostatic interactions
between particles, we can express Equation 2.9 classically as:
Ve(rij) =
qiqj
4pie0rij
(2.10)
Where: qi and qj are the charges of particles i and j respectively, and e0 is the di-
electric constant. This, in combination with the LJ presented below in Equation 2.12, is
used to model the non-bonded particle pair interactions.
The Lennard-Jones Potential
The energy surface in Equation 2.9 is critical to producing physically accurate dynam-
ics. It can be used both to minimise the energy of a system of molecules to their ground
state prior to subjecting them to the simulation dynamics and for defining the equation
of motion for classical MD:
MiR¨i = −∇iU({Ri}) (2.11)
In practice Equation 2.11 cannot be implemented classically, due to the quantum
mechanical nature of the electronic term in Equation 2.9; which is added to the coulom-
bic interaction. An approximation is required for this. The Lennard-Jones (LJ) Potential
is often used to model the attractive and repulsive two-body interaction profile that
arises from quantum mechanical interactions between nuclei. It is defined as:
VLJ(rij) = 4e
[( σ
rij
)12
−
( σ
rij
)6]
=
C12
r12ij
− C6
r6ij
(2.12)
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Where: rij is the distance between two non-bonded particles, with indicies i and j,
for which the potential exists, VLJ(rij) is the radius dependent potential, e is the well
depth, σ is the value at which repulsion and attraction are equal - i.e. when VLJ(rij) = 0.
At close pair contact, this expression is suitable for approximating the repulsive/dis-
persive QM behaviour, arising from the interacting antisymmetric electron wavefunc-
tions. At larger distances however, the set of van der Waals forces, which emerge as
attractive dipole interactions, deviate from the static form presented in Equation 2.12.
This is due to the dependence of the induced dipole moment on the local electric-field
strength: i.e. as an induced dipole spatially approaches the permanent dipole that cre-
ated it, the strength of the induced dipole moment increases. Therefore in order to
accurately model molecular interactions, one must include polarisable behaviour, in
addition to the parameters presented in Equation 2.12.
This would require dynamic computation of a system of simultaneous equations
(described elsewhere [100]) relating the dipole moments for all neighbours to the pair
distances for every particle at each timestep, before the forces can be obtained; a process
that introduces an enormous computational demand.
While polarisable forcefields exist, the majority of MD codes opt to accept the loss of
accuracy in exchange for a realistic calculation speed. One major issue with neglecting
polarisation is the behaviour of water. As described earlier, water is responsible for
supplying kinetic energy to all biomolecular processes. Modelling this with a fixed
dipole parameter, will lead to incorrect energetics in unexpected areas as the dipole
strength is not senstive to changing conditions in the environment. This is a well known
short-coming of MD for which a future wide-spread solution may be possible.
The dynamics can be propagated forward in time via integration of Equation 2.11,
as ai = R¨i, vi = R˙i and di = Ri. Methods for numerical integration will be further
described in Section 2.1.3.
Bonded Potentials
While the non-bonded potentials can be modelled with a single expression, the poten-
tials describing the distance and angular variation behaviour, of the ionic and covalent
chemical bonds holding the molecules together, are more complicated. Three orders
of bonded potentials are used in MD: two-body bond stretching; three-body angle-
bending; and the two types of four-body dihedral angle torsions.
Bond stretching for a bonded two-body interaction, as shown in Figure 2.1A, is
modelled with a harmonic potential that varies in accordance with Hooke’s Law:
Vs(r) =
1
2
k(r− r0)2 (2.13)
Where: k is the spring constant, and r0 is the equilibrium particle separation at
which V(r) = 0.
Angle bending is given by a similar representation as that given for bond stretch-
ing, except that the variable for the harmonic is the angle, θ, displayed in Figure 2.1B,
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FIGURE 2.1: The four geometric definitions used for the parameterisa-
tion of bonded potentials: two-body bond stretching (A); three-body an-
gle bending (B); the proper dihedral (C); and the improper dihedral (D).
The dihedrals, φpro and φimp, are each defined as the subtended angle
between two planes.
formed between three linearly bonded particles:
Va(θ) =
1
2
k(θ − θ0)2 (2.14)
Adding a fourth particle into the bonded system brings yet another degree of free-
dom into the model. The proper dihedral angle deals with torsional changes to a lin-
early chained four-body structure, like that shown in Figure 2.1C, while the improper
dihedral angle, shown in Figure 2.1D, is used when three particles are individually
bonded to a central one. The representations are mathematically identical, the differ-
ence arising only from the alternative geometric definitions of the reference planes from
which φ is defined. The periodic form, where the angle is free to rotate in the same di-
rection, with no restoring torque, is given by:
V(φ) = k(1+ cos(nφ− φs)) (2.15)
Where: n is the integer number of identical minima along the energy surface between 0
and 2pi radians, k is the force constant, φ is the torsion angle variable, φs is the angular
position of the energy minimum. When the torsion is limited by a restoring torque, the
expression is modelled by the familiar harmonic potential:
V(φ) =
1
2
k(φ− φ0)2 (2.16)
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FIGURE 2.2: MARTINI coarse graining of: A) Coarse graining of DPPC
[90] and B) TX-100 [67]. Coloured labels refer to the bead type.
The full potential energy function is therefore represented as the sum, over all particles,
of all bonded and non-bonded terms [101]:
UCHARMM(rij) =∑VLJ(rij) +∑Ve(rij) +∑Vs(rij)
+∑Va(θ) +∑Vimp(φimp) +∑Vpro(φpro)
(2.17)
Coarse-Grained Dynamics
MARTINI is a coarse-grained (CG) model that was originally designed for use with
Gromacs and with lipid systems in mind. It employs approximately a 4:1 mapping of
atoms to CG beads, and exhibits a speed up of about 10 times, as a result. MARTINI
uses four bead categories [90] . Charged (Q), polar (P), nonpolar (N), and apolar (C).
Each of these categories is further divided into subcategories depending on other chem-
ical properties: no hydrogen-bonding capabilities (0); is a hydrogen-bond donor (d); is
a hydrogen-bond acceptor (a); is both a donor and an acceptor (da); while numbers
1-5 indicate polar affinity, where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest. An adjustment
to 0.75 is made, for beads involved in aromatic rings. This bead type receives the suf-
fix ’S’ representing ’small bead’. An example of this appears in the benzene ring in
TX-100, presented in Figure 2.2.B, where three aromatic carbon atoms are grouped un-
der an SC1 bead. SC1 is a reduced version of the C1 bead, which is used to represent
both the methyl moieties in TX-100, and the oleyl tails of the DPPC molecule shown in
Figure 2.2.A. Of note is the inconsistent grain size. In the case of DPPC for instance,
the 15 tail carbons are modelled with four C1 beads. Further, the Qa bead represents
7 atoms, encompassing the whole of the lipid’s phosphate group. The TX-100 tail is
represented with 9 SNa beads, which cover two carbons and an oxygen each, despite
the presence of a terminal OH group. Both the chain length and behaviour are altered
by this, but it is unclear how detrimental such a detail is to the dynamics. That each
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bead is representative of a different number of atoms is also problematic, as there is no
measure of how the physics has been affected through this nominal approach. Whether
or not these issues will affect the results from MARTINI is a factor that requires testing
through comparison with atomistic results.
Having such a reduced level of detail in the model also means that the energy sur-
face is much smoother, due to the restricted degrees of freedom, than for atomistic
forcefields - i.e. there are fewer local minima, and perturbations. The effect of this is
two fold. Processes unfold faster in both wall time and simulation time when coarse-
grained, which means that the simulation time needs to be interpreted carefully if com-
parisons with experiment are to be made. It is easier to equilibrate the systems, as there
are fewer obstacles on the way to the lowest energy state. Implementation of dihedrals
is often not possible due to the coarse-graining. These have been removed in certain
cases, which accelerates the simulation speed further. With only 4 terms, the resulting
additive potential energy function is much simpler than in CHARMM, and appears as
follows [90]:
UMARTINI(rij) =∑VLJ(rij) +∑Ve(rij) +∑Vs(rij) +∑Va(θ) (2.18)
2.1.3 Numerical Integration
The default MD integrator in GROMACS uses the ’leap-frog’ method [102]; so named
due to the way d and v are calculated on alternate time steps. Positions are calculated
at td = t and velocities at tv = t− 12∆t, via the following relations:
a(t) =
F(t)
M
(2.19)
v(t +
1
2
∆t) = v(t− 1
2
∆t) + ∆ta(t) (2.20)
d(t + ∆t) = d(t) + ∆tv(t +
1
2
∆t) (2.21)
Leap-frog produces the same trajectories that would be produced by the velocity-
Verlet integrator, but with improved computational efficiency. The trade-off for the
higher calculation speed however is that issues can emerge when simulations are sen-
sitive to pressure fluctuations. This is due to the delayed velocity calculation, which
occurs after the timestep. For such systems, an integrator with higher precision, like
velocity-Verlet, can be used.
2.2 Ensembles and Equilibration
Equilibration is the process of allowing the simulation to settle into the lowest and
most stable energy state. Due to the periodic initial configuration that is produced by
most system building scripts, the simulation needs to start off with an ensemble that
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allows the particles to relax. From there unrestrained dynamics can drive the molecular
behaviour.
MD simulations require careful statistical mechanical volume, temperature and pres-
sure control to create the environment the supports the desired dynamics. The simu-
lations tend to be sensitive to ballistic effects and will terminate if the force on any of
the particles increases suddenly. It is often necessary to allow the system to settle by
keeping as many of the variables constant as possible; varying only one at a time. The
list of variables that are being restrained is known as an ensemble. The number of par-
ticles, N, is not variable in a simulation, while the temperature, T, is usually controlled
by a thermostat. The pressure, P, and the volume, V, are usually the mutually exclusive
variables used to allow the system to relax. If the volume is allowed to fluctuate, this
would be the NPT ensemble; while under NVT the pressure is allowed to vary. These
variables originate from the Ideal Gas Law:
PV = NkT (2.22)
Where k is the Boltzmann constant, which relates the kinetic energy of the particles
to their collective temperature.
A typical routine for bringing a newly built system to an equilibrated state, which
will not become ballistic under normal MD, is to minimise the energy of the system,
then allow the system to settle further by relaxing the pressure under NVT, and finally
by allowing the volume to settle under NPT. The importance and method behind each
step will now be described.
2.2.1 Energy Minimisation
When a solute, and the solvent have been introduced into a simulation box, the net
potential energy state is a lot higher than it would be if it had been formed under the
influence of intermolecular interactions. This is because the configuration is often the
result of nominal and arbitrary design. The spacing between molecules will either be
larger or smaller than in nature, and molecular orientations would not be aligned; an
important detail especially for polar molecules like water. Under such conditions, any
attempt at running dynamics under any ensemble would be likely to result in ballistic
interactions, for which the MD software has no way of correcting, beyond terminating
the simulation. This event is referred to as "blowing up". To manage this issue, an
energy minimisation is carried out as the first stage of simulation. The idea behind this
is to allow the molecular orientations, and local positions, to relax, by aligning more
closely with the forcefield. There are a few methods for this, however the steepest
descent algorithm was used exclusively in this work.
Steepest Descent
Steepest decent calculates the local energy surface for each particle, and then adjusts all
of the positions for each particle in the direction of the greatest decrease in the potential
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energy surface according to [103]:
rn+1 = rn +
Fn
max(|Fn|) sn (2.23)
Where: rn+1 is the atom position after the calculation step, rn is the position before the
calculation step, Fn is the force as calculated from F = −∇U(r), max(|Fn|) is the force
resulting from the most negative change in the potential energy and sn is the maxi-
mum displacement. The energy surface is recalculated, and the process is repeated.
This continues until the energy surface converges on a minimum. It is not possible
to know whether the resultant configuration is the global minimum or not, however
once converged, it will be possible to introduce dynamics with a decreased likelihood
of blowing up the simulation.
2.2.2 NVT Equilibration
The goal of this stage is to stablise the temperature of the system and to initially expose
the particles to the forcefield. If as a result of equilibration, lipids in a bilayer fall into a
closer average proximity with their neighbours, then the total x-y box area would con-
tract. If the box area is not allowed to fluctuate, the pressure can oscillate wildly as a
result, greatly increasing the likelihood of a ballistic particle emerging. The first stage
is therefore generally carried out in NVT, which is referred to as the canonical ensem-
ble. Note that constant volume can be achieved either by keeping all box dimensions
constant, or by simultaneously increasing one or two at the expense of the remaining
axes/axis. This allows for the deliberate stabilisation of the temperature and volume.
The average temperature is converged on a target value by use of a thermostat. There
are several options for temperature coupling, some of which rely on velocity rescaling,
others on velocity reassignment. The former does not truly conform to NVT, but the
latter does. If equilibration is being conducted, it is not critical that a true canonical
ensemble is achieved if the temperature can be stabilised. The NVT equilibration may
lead to system artifacts if a bilayer is initialised with a closer packing than is natural. In
this case the bilayer will relieve the internal stresses by buckling and rippling, whereas
under the NPT ensemble, the lipid area is allowed to increase unconstrained; it is there-
fore unwise to allow the NVT stage to run for longer than 1ns for large coarse-grained
bilayer systems.
Berendsen Thermostat
In this work the Berendsen thermostat was used with NVT equilibrations. The main
advantage to this thermostat is that it allows the temperature to converge quickly to that
of an external heat bath by suppressing the kinetic energy fluctuations in the system
[104]. As it does not produce a true NVT ensemble, it can be used for equilibration
only. A more accurate thermostat should used for producing results, such as the Nosé-
Hoover thermostat. The Berendsen thermostat works by multiplying all the particles’
velocities, with some nominated frequency, by a scaling factor, λ, given by:
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λ =
√
1+
∆t
τT
(
T
T0
− 1
)
(2.24)
Where: ∆t is the size of the time steps, τT is the time constant that determines the
temperature coupling strength, T is the instantaneous temperature and T0 is the tem-
perature set point. The result of this thermostat is a temperature that exponentially
decays towards its target. If the temperature deviates from the set point, the energy is
rescaled such that the temperature returns to the set point. Conservation of momentum
is not satisfied in this regime.
Berendsen Barostat
For pressure coupling, the same rescaling concept is applied; this time to the box di-
mensions and particle coordinates. The scaling factor, µ, is produced by the following
[104]:
µ = 1− β∆t
3τP
(P0 − P) (2.25)
Where τP is the time constant that determines the pressure coupling strength, P is
the system pressure and P0 is the pressure set point. β is the compressibility, a quantity
that relates how responsive the volume is to a change in pressure:
β = − 1
V
δV
δP
(2.26)
In the case of non-isotropic pressure coupling, the compressibility is represented by
the following tensor:
β =
βa 0 00 βb 0
0 0 βc
 (2.27)
Where the diagonal elements can be given a number or a zero, to enable or disable cou-
pling along a particular axis. This feature can be exploited in GROMACS to constrain
the x/y area, while allowing the z-axis to fluctuate under a semi-isotropic coupling.
2.2.3 NPT Equilibration
Once a stable temperature is achieved in the NVT ensemble, a second equilibration
stage may be necessary under an NPT ensemble to stabilise the pressure. This is also
named the "isothermal-isobaric" ensemble. The volume is dynamic under this ensem-
ble such that any change to the system state will result in a variation of the box size that
relieves the system from a change in pressure. This ensemble drives the system closer
to natural dynamics, where temperature and pressure are constant on short timescales.
For this stage, as the aim is to create conditions that converge on real dynamics, a baro-
stat and thermostat must be chosen that produces a true NPT ensemble. This means
that the Berendsen thermostat and barostat used in the previous stage, need to change
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to a more accurate coupling regime. In GROMACS the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and
Parrinello-Rahman barostat achieve this.
Nosé-Hoover Thermostat
The Berendsen thermostat exponentially converges the system toward a target temper-
ature, which provides a rapid and efficient way to obtain desired dynamics. Nosé-
Hoover is slower to converge, due to being based on frictional damping, but does not
violate conservation of momentum when the system is extended to include the heat
bath. The simulation system’s total energy is therefore not constant, the Hamiltonian is
extended to include the heat bath terms such that energy is conserved [105]:
H =
N
∑
i=1
p2i
2mi
+U(r1, r2, . . . , rN) +
p2ξ
2Q
+ N f kTξ (2.28)
Where: H is the Hamiltonian describing the net energy state of the heat bath and
the coupled system, N is the number of particles, pi is the momentum of particle i, mi
is the mass of particle i, U is the potential energy function as described in Equations
2.17 and 2.18, ξ is a dynamic friction parameter from the heat bath, pξ is the momen-
tum magnitude of the heat bath particle, N f is the number of translational degrees of
freedom, and Q is the mass of the heat bath particle; and is used by the user to define
the coupling strength by:
Q =
τTT0
4pi2
(2.29)
While this thermostat produces canonical simulations, it is possible for a system
under this regime to not sample the entire phase space, as a result of the nominal heat
bath temperature. While full ergodicity cannot be achieved [106, 107], The ergodicity
can be improved by introducing thermostat chaining, which is described elsewhere
[108]. In this process, the simulation is coupled to a thermostat, which is itself coupled
to another thermostat, and so on ad infinitum. In GROMACS, the default chain length
is 10.
Parrinello-Rahman Barostat
Building a system of pressure coupling that is linked to a pressure bath, is similar in
its philosophy to that behind the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, but has additional layers of
complexity. The need to scale the box vectors and the particle coordinates is the reason
for this. When using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat, the MD runs with an altered set
of equations of motion, which will scale particle positions with respect to the pressure
bath. In this framework, where a prime denotes the transpose of a matrix, the box
dimensions are given by h =
~a~b
~c
 and the positions, normalised to h, are contained
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in ~si =
ξiηi
ζi
. It follows that ~vi = h~˙s′i. The equations of motion are derived from the
following Lagrangian [109, 110]:
L =
1
2
N
∑
i=1
mivivi −U(r1, r2, . . . , rN) + 12WTr{h˙
′h˙} − PextV (2.30)
Where: V = det(h), Pext is the externally applied pressure from the pressure bath
and W is a fictitious mass that, in GROMACS, is related to both the time constant and
the compressibility tensor by [103]:
(
W−1
)
ij =
4pi2βij
3τ2PL
(2.31)
Where L is the largest box dimension.
The Hamiltonian for the Parrinello-Rahman barostat is given by:
H =
N
∑
i=1
1
2
miv2i +U(r1, r2, . . . , rN) +
1
2
WTr{h˙′h˙}+ PextΩ (2.32)
Equation 2.32 is analogous to Equation 2.28. The kinetic and potential energy terms are
identical, while a pressure analog is given for the remaining two terms. The method
of coupling to an external bath is consistent with Nosé-Hoover, with energy being con-
served for the system and bath collectively.
Choosing a Coupling Regime
The Nosé-Hoover/Parrinello-Rahman coupling produces a true NPT ensemble due to
their oscillatory convergence towards the target temperature and pressure. For a per-
fectly equilibrated system, this is expected to produce the most physically accurate dy-
namics; however if the ensemble experiences any kind of perturbation, the pressure
and temperature fluctuations can build instead of dampen. This coupling method is
therefore very sensitive and can be very difficult to initiate. This is often avoided by
using scaling based coupling, such as the Berendsen thermostat and barostat.
In the case of membranes where the area per lipid is well defined, a semi-isotropic
NPT ensemble is typically used; often with a box constraint where the membrane area
is fixed at a particular value by setting the x and y components of the compressibility
tensor to zero. This results in a greater fluctuation magnitude of the length of the box’s
z axis which compensates for the pressure effects in all three dimensions of the system,
meaning that the NPT ensemble is preserved while maintaining a fixed box area. This
is called the NPAT ensemble.
In NPAT the benefits of using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat are available only in
the z-dimension, while the dynamics in the fixed x-y plane are no different from those
generated by any other coupling method once the system is at equilibrium. As PR is
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more computationally expensive, the Berendsen barostat is a preferable choice in this
scenario.
2.3 Other Considerations
Certain hardware and performance considerations are necessary to address as part of
the simulational design, to ensure that minimal resources are consumed. Taking care in
this way facilitates fewer interruptions, improved speed and larger-scale simulations.
2.3.1 Benchmarking
Benchmarking is the process of testing whether a simulation is running at peak effi-
ciency and of determining what changes need to be made to a simulation job to increase
the performance to cost ratio.
Molecular Dynamics simulations lend themselves to parallel computing. Recent
versions of GROMACS in particular, were developed with CPU parallelisation and
GPU acceleration in mind. Ideally the simulation would run twice as fast if it were
running on twice the number of cores, N. This is not what happens in practice how-
ever, due to time delays from communication between cores. Therefore at a certain
point the rate of performance improvement degrades as N increases.
This can easily be tested by performing the same brief simulation for varying N.
Plotting simulation time against N will clearly demarcate the region where scaling is
apparent from where it is negligible. The following equation can be applied to deter-
mine whether a particular N is worth the performance it produces:
PN =
TN
SUN
(2.33)
Where: PN is a performance score, TN is the simulation time, and SUN is the amount
of service units the test run consumed. The simulation should always be performed
when P is largest.
2.3.2 Trajectory Storage
One can choose to output many different types of calculation results from the simula-
tion. Velocities and positions are most commonly produced. The output can be made
at any frequency, meaning that if it is not necessary for the desired calculation, it would
be excessive and wasteful to record positions at every time step. Similarly, if only a
particular part of the solute is being analysed, generating output from all particles may
also be a waste. Water particles, while they play an important role for the dynamics
of the simulation, generally do not produce valuable position or velocity information.
Output from the solvent, for example, can therefore be switched off. This has the added
benefit of increasing the simulation speed.
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2.4 Validation
It is not simply given that a CG model will give meaningful results. Each time a new
system is studied, even if the method is well accepted, some kind of validation must
be performed on the model. The premises that need to be tested in CG are: a) that the
interaction centres actually behave the same way as the group of atoms they represent
and b) that when combined to form a larger molecule, the interaction behaviour does
not diverge from what is seen with atomistic detail.
Experimental results from biomolecular studies emerge from statistical effects over
long time intervals. Because these systems are difficult to study in vivo, there is a suit-
able incentive to use a result from an experiment, or a higher resolution model, as the
reference point for validation of a CG simulation. Then the CG model can be used to
probe into the hidden dynamics that produced the experimental result. Validation for
the modelling of lipid bilayer systems is often tested using the area per molecule[111],
phase behaviour[70], aggregation[88], pair-distance distribution[88], and particle diffu-
sion[88, 112, 113].
2.5 Statistical Methods
Statistical mechanics is one of the key foundations of molecular biophysics. Consider-
ing temperature is one way to examine this, as it describes the system’s energy state,
despite from the many-body behaviour of all particles in the system. In order to ac-
curately calculate the temperature, we must therefore obtain the velocities for every
particle in the system. The quantities that emerge from statistical sampling of a large
volume, are the most useful and desirable not only because they are more likely to
have converged on the true quantity, but because measurements from experiment are
also the result of a huge sample size. Simulations cannot compete with experiments
on sample size, but simulations can under certain circumstances be made sufficiently
large, such that the results converge and the statistical distributions obtained are sim-
ilar to those seen in nature. If the result is within the accepted uncertainty from an
experimentally measured quantity, it is expected that the simulated model accurately
produces the correct behaviour.
In addition to temperature, there are a number of statistical-mechanical quantities,
which can provide insights into the state of a simulation. Applications of the veloc-
ity autocorrelation function, and the radial distribution function, will be discussed in
this section.
2.5.1 The Mean Squared Displacement Route to Diffusivity
A particle’s random time-displacement behaviour can be used to determine its mean
squared displacement, MSD, defined as:
MSD = 〈[di(t0 + t)− di(t0)]2〉i∈A (2.34)
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FIGURE 2.3: The Angular-Velocity Autocorrelation Function for water
molecules in an MD simulation.[115]
Where: d(t) is the average time dependent displacement, i is the frame number, A is the
total number of simulation frames, t0 is the first time value and t is the instantaneous
time. This can then be used to obtain the diffusivity, D, of the particle via [114]:
D =
1
2n
lim
t→∞
MSD
t
(2.35)
Where: MSD is the mean squared displacement, n is the dimensionality of the sys-
tem. Equation 2.35 can be used in any number of dimensions if the displacements are
appropriately calculated. For application to the lipid bilayer, one can use this method
in 2D by making n = 2 and excluding the z-component from the displacement calcula-
tion. As this expression is only valid as time approaches infinity, one must ensure that
trajectories are sufficiently long to produce a region where MSD ∝ t is true. One can
check the proportionality by plotting the mean squared displacement against time and
locating the region where the curve becomes linear.
2.5.2 The Velocity Autocorrelation Function Route to Diffusivity
Autocorrelation refers to the similarity of the magnitude of a quantity to itself at differ-
ent points in the same sample space. This statistical concept finds applications in other
areas as well, such as signal processing.
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Velocity autocorrelation more specifically refers to how similar a velocity is at one
point in time to another. The velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) is mathemati-
cally described as:
Cv(τ) = 〈vi(τ) · vi(0)〉i∈A (2.36)
Where: Cv(τ) is the time-dependent velocity autocorrelation function; τ is the cor-
relation time; vi(τ) is the mean velocity of all particles in the system at time τ, i is the
time frame number, and A is the full set of time frames.
Some of the features of a typical VACF, like the one seen in Figure 2.3, can be inter-
preted mathematically. At time τ = 0 the equation reduces to vi(0)2, the impact of this
being that for every sampling window, at the time origin there will be a large positive
value. This initial peak will have the value of 1, if the VACF is normalised by dividing
it by vi(0)2[116]. The rapid decay leading to the minimum at 0.025ps in Figure 2.3 is
the result of a sudden directional change due to the particle scattering backwards off
the shell of its nearest neighbours. From there a series of ever diminishing forward and
back scatter events lead to relaxation, as the velocity correlation approaches zero. When
the VACF integral for 0 < y < ∞ is equal to its integral for −∞ < y < 0, forward and
backscatter events are equal in magnitude and the particles remain in the same location
on average. It would be indicative of particle diffusion if this were not the case. These
effects are observable in VACFs obtained from both MD as well as experimental results
from neutron scattering[117].
The relationship between the VACF and diffusion provides an alternative to calcu-
lating the diffusion coefficient using the Einstein relation. This can be used for model
validation via analysis of the VACF itself, or by calculation of the diffusion coefficient,
D, in three dimensions, via the Green-Kubo relation[118, 119]:
D =
1
3
∫ ∞
0
〈vi(τ) · vi(0)〉dt = 13
∫ ∞
0
Cv(τ)dt (2.37)
It is important to note here that it is the unnormalised VACF that is used in Equation
2.37.
2.5.3 The Radial Distribution Function (RDF)
The RDF is useful when insight into the group behaviour of many distributed particles
is required. It is a probability function that relates the liklihood of finding neighbour, j,
particles at some radius, r, from a reference particle, i, as compared with the likelihood
of finding a particle, i, with no neighbours. This is given by:
gij(r) =
〈ρij(r)〉
〈ρj〉 (2.38)
Where: gij(r) is the RDF for particle j as referenced from particle i, ρij(r) is the pair
density as a function of r, and ρj is the density of particles of type j throughout the
whole sample space.
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FIGURE 2.4: The Radial Distribution Function as obtained from liquid
Argon at 85K [120].
If sampled over a large number of particles, gij(r) will converge to a function that is
indicative of persisting structural features in the system. Such features often correspond
to the energy surface, but can also be the result of system artifacts, or system-scale
processes like aggregration. The RDF is based on determining the number of partner
particles contained by concentric shells around a reference particle.
Figure 2.5 presents a random distribution of particles that are to be sampled. The
box area is then divided up into concentric shells. Some particles have not been in-
cluded in the sampling due to their presence in shells that overlap the box edge.
In order to count the number of pairs to obtain the count function, nij(r), an exclu-
sion/inclusion routine can be applied to the distribution. If r < rij < r + dr is found
to be true for a pair, then 1 is added to nij(r) at the instantaneous radius. If false, 0 is
added. The result of this process is presented for a toy case in Figure 2.5. Pythagoras
theorem can be applied either in 2D or 3D depending on the dimensionality required for
rij, to obtain nij3D or nij2D. Another condition must be used to deal with pair distances
that are closer across a periodic boundary, than through the box. If both of Lx < rij and
Ly < rij are found to be false, the exclusion condition is applied normally. If either or
both of the conditions are found to be true, half the box length is subtracted from the
dimension for which it is true. In the example of Lx > rij and Ly < rij for a 2D square
system, the radius is calculated via:
rij =
√
(xij − L2 )
2 + (yij)2 (2.39)
Where: xij and yij are the two components of the pair distance and L is the box length.
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FIGURE 2.5: Particles captured in concentric shells of equal width, dr,
corresponding to the histogram bins used for computing the RDF (A).
The histogram plotting the number of pairs in each shell (B).
As increasing area and volume exhibit scalings proportional to n2ij and n
3
ij respectively,
each histogram must be normalised according to Equation 2.40 or 2.41 to compensate.
The normalisation removes geometric effects, leaving behind only information from
pair sampling, converting the count number, nij, to the density, ρij. In the limit of an
infinitesimally small dr, this is achieved by dividing the count function by the vol-
ume/area of the narrow spherical/circular shell. We can express the normalisation
mathematically as follows, in 3D as [120]:
ρij(r)3D =
nij3D(r)
4
3pir
3 − 43pi(r− dr)3
(2.40)
and in 2D by:
ρij(r)2D =
nij2D(r)
pir2 − pi(r− dr)2 (2.41)
Where: ρ(r)xD is the pair distribution function - with x denoting the dimensionality
of the sampling in the subscript, r is the radius, and nij(r) is the count of neighbour
particles counted in the shell at r - as shown in Figure 2.5.
Bin-wise normalisation of nij(r) allows one to apply the resultant pair distribution
function to Equation 2.38, by dividing by the system density of the sample particle.
The density is dependent on system area and volume with respect to calculations with
dimensionality 2 and 3 respectively; according to:
ρj3D =
nj
V
(2.42)
and:
ρj2D =
nj
A
(2.43)
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Where: V and A denote system volume and area.
GROMACS provides tools for generating the RDF that employ the method de-
scribed above. Options exist for application of either the 2D, or the 3D RDF; however
one cannot decouple the dimensionality of the exclusion conditions, the binning nor-
malisation used in Equations 2.40 and 2.41, or the dimensionality of the system density
used in Equations 2.42 and 2.43 from each other. It is not surprising that this feature is
missing. The majority of applications of the RDF would not require the user to have
such surgical control over the RDF routine. In the case of a bilayer however, the average
distribution is two dimensional while the pair radii require all three of the x, y, and z
components. So we must calculate the distances in 3D, while normalising in 2D, using:
gij(r)bilayer =
〈ρij3D(r)〉
〈ρj2D〉
(2.44)
Calculating the RDF according to Equation 2.44 correctly decays the RDF tail to
1, with a gradient of zero, while preserving the structural features of the probability
surface at contact distances.
2.5.4 The Potential of Mean Force
In MD the emergent energy surface, produced by the average of all of the forces sup-
plied by neighbouring atoms, determines the probability of locating a particle at a cer-
tain radius from its neighbour at equilibrium. Calculating the Potential of Mean Force
(PMF) yeilds the energy profile. As it is a measure of the reversible work, one can
deduce the energy barrier a system must overcome to transition from one state to an-
other. The relationship between the pair probability and energy surface, is given by the
following relationship between the PMF, w(r), and the RDF:
w(r) = −kT ln[g(r)] (2.45)
Where: k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the constant temperature used throughout
the simulation ensemble. The primary methods for performing this calculation com-
monly employ steered MD, adaptive biasing, or umbrella sampling. These techniques
are often not trivial to perform due to system specific complexities, and are based on
discretised overlapping windows along the reaction coordinate. The advantage of such
methods is in the case where sample sizes are limited, as is the case for large molecules,
like proteins. If enough particles are present to form a statistical average however, it is
instead far more efficient and accurate to use the RDF to compute the PMF via Equa-
tion 2.45. The bulk value given by the PMF tail becomes the energy reference for the
system. The logarithmic relationship means that unless the RDF tail is positioned on
1, with a gradient of 0, the PMF would be affected by artifacts resulting in erroneous
energy calculations.
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2.6 Simulation Details
The simulations presented in this thesis can be considered in three separate groups with
the aims of characterising quantities for: pure lipid bilayers, single TX-100 diffusion in
the lipid bilayer environment and plural TX-100 molecule clustering in the lipid bilayer
environment. The systems’ parameters are presented in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. The
simulation construction, parameters and statistical mechanical control methods were
different between MARTINI and CHARMM and are stated below.
2.6.1 MARTINI Simulation Details
MARTINI version 2.0 was used here, which is described earlier in this chapter. Ini-
tial configurations were obtained using INSANE [121]. TX-100 was introduced in the
initial configuration with random positioning with the INSANE script where required.
MARTINI water and antifreeze water were used in a ratio of 9:1. The sum over both
water particle types is presented as NW in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. NaCl was introduced
to the solvent at a concentration of 0.15 mol/L. The neighbour list was updated every
40 steps with grid search enabled in the Verlet list scheme. The Verlet buffer tolerance
was set to 0.005 kJ mol−1 ps−1. Reaction Field electrostatics were used, with improved
energy conservation obtained by setting the potential to zero beyond the cut-off. Twin-
range cut-offs were used with a van der Waals radius of 1.1 nm. Periodic boundary
conditions were established in all directions. A semi-isotropic Berendsen barostat and
a Parrinello-Rahman thermostat were used for pressure and temperature control, with
time constants of 2 ps and 16 ps respectively. Bilayer lipid, solvent and TX-100 were
seperately coupled to the thermostat. Temperature was set to 300 K, while pressure
was set to 1 bar. Velocities were obtained from equilibration in NVT. Compressibility
was set to 3× 10−4 bar−1 in all directions. No constraints were applied. MD was run
with a 10 fs timestep.
2.6.2 CHARMM Simulation Details
Topologies and configuration files for the DPPC and POPC molecules and for the wa-
ter and ions were obtained directly from the CHARMM website. These were used in
TABLE 2.1: Pure lipid simulation components and parameters used for
determining lipid RDFs and diffusion coefficients via the MSD.
Force Lipid NTL NBL NTT NBT NW NNaCl
LXY LZ Temp. Time
Field Type (nm) (nm) (K) (µs)
AA POPC 256 256 0 0 42273 212 12.6 11.8 300 0.10
AA DPPC 256 256 0 0 43110 176 12.8 11.6 300 0.10
CG POPC 2116 2116 0 0 74700 822 36.8 11.3 300 0.76
CG DPPC 2116 2116 0 0 74684 822 35.3 12.3 300 0.50
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TABLE 2.2: Simulation components and parameters used for determin-
ing lipid diffusion coefficients for TX-100 via the MSD.
Force Lipid NTL NBL NTT NBT NW NNaCl
LXY LZ Temp. Time
Field Type (nm) (nm) (K) (µs)
AA POPC 49 50 1 0 12614 69 5.7 15.4 300 0.92
AA DPPC 49 50 1 0 10211 39 7.4 18.3 300 4.60
CG POPC 224 225 1 0 9155 101 12.0 12.4 300 10.3
CG DPPC 224 225 1 0 9157 101 11.6 13.4 300 10.3
VMD for manual replication to produce the initial configuration of the solute. Solva-
tion and ion generation were performed using the GROMACS commands gmx solvate
and gmx genion. The TIP3P water molecule was used for solvation, with NaCl dis-
solved at a concentration of 0.15 mol/L. For atomistic systems involving TX-100, the
TX-100 molecule was introduced by exchanging it with one lipid molecule from the
leaflet into which it was being inserted. This was achieved by manually deleting one
lipid, then introducing the TX-100 into the volume above the bilayer, solvating the sim-
ulation box and equilibrating in NVT before finally using steered MD to pull the TX-100
headgroup out of the water and into the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. The num-
ber of molecules in each leaflet was kept constant as a result. The all-atom forcefield
CHARMM36 was used for all atomistic simulations, in tandem with GROMACS (ver-
sion 2016.3). After a brief a equilibration in the NVT ensemble to energetically settle
the molecules, the simulations were run in the NPT ensemble.
The neighbour list was updated every 10 steps with grid search enabled in the Ver-
let list scheme. The Particle Mesh Ewald method was applied to treat the long-range
electrostatics using a short-range electrostatic cut off of 1.2 nm. A van der Waals radius
of 1.2 nm was used with a LJ potential that was switched to zero beyond 1 nm. Peri-
odic boundary conditions were established in all directions. For NPT, A semi-isotropic
Berendsen barostat and a velocity-rescale thermostat were used for pressure and tem-
perature control, with a time constants of 1 ps and 0.1 ps respectively. In NVT, the same
TABLE 2.3: Simulation components and parameters used for analysis of
the effect of varying concentration on the TX-100 clustering behaviour.
Force Lipid NTL NBL NTT NBT NW NNaCl
LXY LZ Temp. Time
Field Type (nm) (nm) (K) (µs)
CG POPC 108 144 36 0 7812 72 10.5 14.1 300 1.50
AA POPC 108 144 36 0 39072 180 8.9 11.5 300 1.50
AA POPC 64 128 64 0 14854 86 9.0 9.1 300 1.50
AA POPC 32 128 96 0 20707 85 9.1 18.2 300 1.50
AA DPPC 108 144 36 0 21517 106 9.6 10.6 300 1.50
AA DPPC 64 128 64 0 26442 99 8.9 13.4 300 1.50
AA DPPC 32 128 96 0 16885 82 8.8 10.1 300 1.50
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thermostat was used, but with no pressure coupling. Bilayer lipid, solvent and TX-
100 were seperately coupled to the thermostat. Temperature was set to 300 K, while
pressure was set to 1 bar. Velocities were obtained from equilibration in NVT. Com-
pressibility was set to 4× 10−5 bar−1 in all directions. Constraints were applied with
LINCS. MD was run with a 2 fs time step as is the standard in CHARMM.
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Results
The methods discussed in the previous chapter are used as the foundation for the re-
search presented here. This study aimed to gain improved understanding of the under-
lying energetics and emergent dynamics for TX-100 in the POPC bilayer enviroment.
The output from statistical analysis of the MARTINI simulations is presented alongside
those from CHARMM, and judgements on modifications to the model are discussed
and implemented.
3.1 Validations
Having a means of checking whether a result is physically meaningful is the most im-
portant first step for any computational study. While the dynamics from a simulation
may appear to show similarity with some experimental observations on a large scale,
the computational results may not always quantitatively match the experimental mea-
surements. Under such circumstances where the model is proven to be invalid, it can
be reparametrised by tuning it against a known experimental value. For studies of the
lipid bilayer, such validation quantities are often based on the structural features such
as the lipid area, bilayer thickness and density. Quantities based on energetics and ki-
netics are unfortunately not typically reported, with the exception of the diffusivity. A
result of this reliance on matching structural features is that forcefields in common use
could be generating incorrect results which continue to be accepted.
To deal with some of the questions around TX-100 aggregation behaviour in this
work, results obtained from the atomistic CHARMM36 forcefield were used as a vali-
dation benchmark for the MARTINI forcefield. The kinetics were studied through the
diffusion constant, while the lipid area, RDF and clustering behaviour were used to
shed light on the average molecular spatial distributions and dynamics.
3.1.1 Determination of Diffusion Constants
The molecular diffusivity, D, offers an appropriate starting point for assessing the per-
formance of a molecular dynamics model. This is due to ease of calculation and abun-
dance of computational and experimental values. Ideally values for all molecules should
be available, but no record of diffusivity values for TX-100 in the lipid bilayer could be
found in the literature. The only available results for TX-100 diffusion are related to the
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collective diffusion of micelles [122], which is an entirely separate process from single
molecule diffusion. In lieu of an experimental value for this, dependence on the diffu-
sion coefficient values obtained from the atomistic simulations of TX-100 are featured
in this thesis.
The MSD was chosen over the VACF in this case, because the velocity self-correlation
is lost, i.e. the function decays to zero, within 2 ps. The dominant behaviour on this
timescale for TX-100, where the polar tail experiences large frictional forces from the
water and the hydrophobic component is able to move more freely, is the rapid os-
cillatory motion of the headgroup. A measurement based on sampling the velocities
in this high-frequency regime will not characterise the molecule’s diffusion behaviour
through the system. A more appropriate value for diffusion can be expected for this
situation from the MSD where D is obtained from the linear portion of the curve. Sam-
pling occurs on the ns time scale to obtain this result, which correlates with system
scale nm displacements. Convergence for the MSD was found to occur after 50 ns. This
was checked through examination of the gradient of the MSD vs time curve, which
remains stable once the longer timescale diffusive processes dominate the short time
scale ballistic behaviour. Long time scales are required for the VACF as well, but this
only serves as a means of converging the function to a noise-free result over many ps
time scale windows.
As the opportunity exists for pure lipids to examine the MARTINI model against
both experimental values and atomistic simulation results, comparative validation will
begin with bilayer studies before moving on to TX-100 dynamics in the relevant models.
The uncertainty information for all MSD based diffusivities were obtained from
the standard error (SEM). Determination of the SEM involved calculating the diffusion
constants of each analysis window and using this series to define the distribution. The
SEM was found to contract with increasing sampling as expected.
3.1.2 Area and Diffusivity of Lipids in the Pure Bilayer
A series of MSD lines were obtained using the built in package in GROMACS. By pro-
viding it topology, trajectory and index files, one can output the desired MSD data as an
xvg in a fully formatted and labelled xmgrace format. In addition to the diffusion con-
stants derived from the MSD for each of the pure lipid simulations, Table 3.1 presents
the area per lipid alongside. Four systems were simulated in this study. Atomistic sys-
tems, of DPPC and POPC, and coarse-grain, also of DPPC and POPC, each using the
CHARMM36 and the MARTINI forcefields, respectively, were simulated. The compu-
tational details are described here.
Area per Lipid
The lipid area AL was determined by dividing the x-y box area by the single leaflet
lipid population. Convergence of AL corresponds to the equilibration of the system.
The equilibration is determined by a growing or decaying z-axis box length and system
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TABLE 3.1: Calculated pure lipid diffusion constants compared with
literature values from simulations and experiments. Where NL is the
system-total number of lipid molecules, DA is the diffusivity, and AL is
the area per lipid. In this work, P and PO4 particles were sampled in
CHARMM and MARTINI respectively. The quoted uncertainties were
obtained from the SEM.
Lipid NL Model
Temp.
Source
DA AL
(K) (10−10 m2/s) (nm2)
POPC 128 CHARMM 300 [126] - 0.66
POPC 274 OPLS 320 [127] 0.18 -
DPPC 128 CHARMM 350 [125] 0.79 0.65
POPC 512 CHARMM 300 Fig. 3.1.A 0.28± 0.04 0.623± 9× 10−6
DPPC 512 CHARMM 300 Fig. 3.1.A 0.29± 0.05 0.637± 1× 10−5
POPC 4232 MARTINI 300 Fig. 3.1.A 0.58± 0.01 0.638± 2× 10−4
DPPC 4232 MARTINI 300 Fig. 3.1.A 0.51± 0.01 0.591± 1× 10−4
DPPC 256 MARTINI 323 [128] 0.30 0.59
DPPC 1250 MARTINI 295 [67] 0.45 0.55
POPC 2033 MARTINI 320 [127] 0.51 -
POPC - Experiment 298 [129] 0.09 -
POPC - Experiment 300 [123] - 0.64
DPPC - Experiment 321 [130] 0.10 -
DPPC - Experiment 323 [124] - 0.64
pressure under semi-isotropic pressure coupling. The atomistic results also show that
POPC has a smaller lipid area as compared with DPPC. AL was found to be 0.623 nm2
for POPC and 0.637 nm2 for DPPC. POPC [123] and DPPC [124] have both been ex-
perimentally determined to have lipid areas of 0.64 nm2, which was reproduced here
in atomistic simulations. Reported lipid areas from simulations using CHARMM, of
DPPC [125] and POPC [126], also reported closely matching numbers despite being
marginally larger.
In MARTINI, POPC produced a lipid area of 0.638 nm2, while a smaller value of
0.591 nm2 was obtained for DPPC. Disorder is introduced to the POPC structure due
to an angle of 120◦ being introduced to the site of the POPC side chain double-bond,
where the C1 is replaced with C3. This effect is consistent with the small difference in
AL seen in MARTINI.
The uncertainties were derived from the SEM. For each of the four simulations car-
ried out, the SEMs indicate that all digits presented with 3 decimal places are certain for
all AL quantities obtained here. Uncertainties are presented alongside the mean values
in Table 3.1.
Atomistic Validation of Diffusivity via Experimental Values
Atomistic MSD curves exhibit an initial high gradient region, which rapidly stabilise.
For this reason, the first ns was excluded from the linear regression used to determine
the diffusion constants. Figure 3.1.A graphically displays the MSDs obtained from pure
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TABLE 3.2: Various TX-100 diffusion constants. Quoted uncertainties
were obtained from the SEM.
NTX Lipid Model
Temp
Method
DA
(K) (10−10 m2/s)
DPPC 1 CHARMM 300 MSD 1.26± 0.19
POPC 1 CHARMM 300 MSD 1.60± 0.30
DPPC 1 MARTINI 300 MSD 0.60± 0.06
POPC 1 MARTINI 300 MSD 0.65± 0.06
DPPC 36 MARTINI 295 MSD 0.3 [67]
lipid systems. The lipid side chains provide the dominant diffusion resistant mecha-
nisms for lipids in the bilayer, due to their close packing and interdigitation. The other
process being the relatively small sheer force applied by the water upon horizontal
motion of the lipid. The MSD was therefore calculated laterally, with the z motion ex-
cluded. The DPPC and POPC diffusivities calculated here in CHARMM at 300 K are,
0.29× 10−10 m2/s and 0.28× 10−10 m2/s, respectively. These are both almost 3 times
the diffusivities determined from experimental NMR measurements at similar temper-
atures: 0.09× 10−10 m2/s and 0.10× 10−10 m2/s.
This increase in diffusion rate was found to occur in at least two other atomistic studies:
0.18× 10−10 m2/s for POPC in the OPLS forcefield at 320 K [127] and 0.79× 10−10 m2/s
for DPPC in CHARMM at 350 K [125]. It is well known that temperature is a factor to
which diffusivity is sensitive [129], so care should be taken not to misattribute a differ-
ence in diffusivity to a feature of a forcefield, if the temperature is not the same between
the compared quantities.
The CHARMM forcefield was successful in reproducing the experimental lipid area,
but yielded larger diffusion constants within the same order of magnitude.
Coarse Grained Validation via Atomistic Values
A steeper gradient was obtained from MARTINI lipids when compared with the MSDs
from CHARMM shown in Figure 3.1(A). This is expected due to the simplified lipid
side chains as compared with their atomistic representations. The diffusion constants
for MARTINI lipids were much higher; roughly double the atomistic diffusivities and
over 5 times larger than the experimental values cited here. The diffusivities were
0.58× 10−10 m2/s and 0.51× 10−10 m2/s for DPPC and POPC respectively. These val-
ues are slightly larger than other stated values for other bilayer simulations reported in
the literature, for the same lipid types. The cause of this is not clear.
For pure bilayers in MARTINI, it may be possible to improve the parameters. The
diffusion behaviour is poorly modelled. Accelerated dynamics have however been con-
sidered to be reasonable behaviour for MARTINI and there may be a limit to how well
any time dependent dynamics can match those from more complex models, or experi-
mental values.
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3.1.3 Diffusivity of Triton X-100 in the Bilayer
Table 3.2 presents the diffusion constants determined for a single TX-100 molecule in
DPPC and POPC. 10 ns sampling windows were used to obtain MSD curves for the
atomistic DPPC and POPC systems, with 44 and 35 windows obtained respectively. In
CHARMM, TX-100 was found to diffuse at a rate of 1.26× 10−10 m2/s in DPPC and
1.61× 10−10 m2/s in the POPC bilayer.
In MARTINI, it was possible to obtain simulation windows that were ten times
longer. This is solely due to the speed up in simulation speed and longer time step
of 10 fs. 103 sampling windows were used for both MARTINI systems presented in
Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1.B. The diffusivity from MARTINI simulations were 0.60 ×
10−10 m2/s in DPPC and 0.65 × 10−10 m2/s in POPC. This is larger than the value
of 0.3× 10−10 m2/s, which was reported by Pizzirusso [67] for DPPC. Their diffusion
constant lies well outside the SEM of the value calculated in this work.
MARTINI is therefore able to provide some consistency in modelling the diffusion
of TX-100, but care must be taken in the interpretation. The effect of using a DPPC
environment affected the dynamics of the TX-100 diffusion in a consistent way, but
only when considered in isolation to the diffusion behaviour of the pure lipid.
That the diffusion of lipids in MARTINI is approximately double that in CHARMM,
but is half for TX-100, is an issue for MARTINI that requires attention. If MARTINI is
able to generate a speed up in simulation time, it would ideally do so consistently for
both the lipids and TX-100 uniformly. TX-100 is seen to be much more highly mobile
in CHARMM when compared with the lipids, but in MARTINI the inverse is true. The
discrepancy indicates that some mechanism may not be appropriately modelled in the
MARTINI forcefield used. This offers an avenue of investigation into the parametrisa-
tion of TX-100, which will be explored in following sections of this chapter, particularly
in relation to the tail behaviour. Based on the diffusivity results alone it can be con-
cluded that any kind of comparative behaviour analysis with the current MARTINI
parameters for TX-100 as compared with its lipid environment, will yield incorrect re-
sults.
3.1.4 RDF Calculations - MARTINI vs CHARMM
The RDF will converge on a value of 1 if the system being sampled is formed from either
a homogeneous distribution, or if the size of aggregates and the distance between them
is much smaller than the RDF cutoff radius. A value of 1 communicates that locating a
neighbour is not less or more likely on average at the chosen radius. If aggregate size
is smaller than the cutoff radius, finding pairs becomes more likely at small distances,
due to the presence of a phase boundary at the edge of the aggregate.
3.1.5 RDFs of Pure Bilayers
The atomistic systems, presented in Figure 3.2, were the same as those used to deter-
mine the diffusion constants presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Sampling was performed
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 3.1: MSD profiles pure lipids (A) and for TX-100 (B) in POPC
and DPPC environments, obtained from CHARMM and MARTINI.
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on the P atoms in the CHARMM simulations. The RDF profile consists of two major
shell peaks at 6.0 Å and 8.5 Å. Beyond these, the probability distribution flattens and
continues linearly.
The MARTINI RDFs in Figure 3.2.B display a simplified structure, with larger un-
dulations. This is due to the nature of the summed LJ interactions from a smaller num-
ber of beads, compared with the larger number of atoms used in CHARMM. First and
second order peaks appear at 5.0 Å and 8.5 Å, but with a significant deviation in peak
height when compared with atomistic systems. Figure 3.2.A shows no significant dif-
ference in the radial distribution for MARTINI lipids. This suggests that geometric
details important to the lipid packing are being excluded in MARTINI, where the only
difference between the two lipid types is a slightly increased first order peak in DPPC,
which may be the result of the 120◦ bond angle introduced into the POPC side chain.
This will not necessarily have a detrimental effect on the model unless steric clashes of
the lipid side chains are required for certain processes. Such clashes could play a vital
role in composite bilayers and some protein-lipid interactions, for example, where lipid
order is known to play critical roles in pore formation, as is the case for the initiation of
viral transfection.
It should be noted that an ideal RDF has its large radius tail aligned to 1. The nega-
tive gradient is indicative of a smoothly decreasing probability of locating a neighbour
at larger distances. This effect will appear if regions devoid of the sampled species pre-
vail, as occurs for aggregating particles. It can also appear due to a sampling artifact at
the box edge if the RDF radius is significant when compared with the box size. A slight
difference in the tail gradients is apparent in Figure 3.2.A. The CG RDF oscillates about
1, while the atomistic RDF tails appears to progress with a negative gradient.
Based on this analysis, the MARTINI lipids are parametrised sufficiently well for
the generation of dynamics comparable to pure atomistic bilayers, but can be still be
optimised. In particular, the fitness of the RDF contact peak can be improved, most
likely through modification to the self interaction of the lipid headgroup.
TX-100 in DPPC and POPC Bilayers
All systems used for characterising the TX-100 self-interaction presented in Figure 3.2.B
were built with a ratio of 36 (25%) TX-100 to 108 (75%) lipids in the the top leaflet, and
144 lipids in the bottom leaflet. The asymmetry between top and bottom leaflets was
chosen to simulate the effect of TX-100 entering the top leaflet from the solvent.
For atomistic systems, the sampling was performed on the C5 atom, which is found
in the hydrophobic headgroup, at the junction of the benzene and methyl groups in
CHARMM. A high probability peak occurs at 6 Å, immediately after contact, indicating
a tendency for TX-100 to aggregate in the bilayer. A small shoulder peak is apparent at
7.5 Å. A third peak emerges at 10.5 Å. Each of these three peaks roughly corresponds
to first three peaks in 3.2.A, which shows that the TX-100 is occupying a lipid site, by
displacing a lipid, rather than inserting interstitially. This process appears to have the
highest, albeit still small, energy cost between the third and second peaks. While there
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are some small differences, the RDF does not show any significant differences between
lipid environments. The deviations seen between DPPC and POPC are more likely to
have emerged from the unique aggregation structures obtained in the two simulations.
As this is the result of the different random diffusion paths taken by TX-100 molecules
in the two simulations, it would be expected that these differences would vanish over
large ensemble averages.
A very different situation is apparent for the same system using the MARTINI force-
field. The CH2 bead was chosen for sampling as it corresponds to the position of the
C5 atom in the CHARMM representation. However, no aggregation behaviour was
observed in the coarse grain simulations at all. The MARTINI RDFs, in Figure 3.2.B,
actually reveal a repulsive profile with a higher probability of locating a neighbour at a
distance of 20 Å than at contact.
While the contact hard wall and long range values are similar between MARTINI
and CHARMM, a startling difference in the RDF peaks exists between the two models.
The TX-100 has an obvious high probability of close contact under the atomistic model,
while a total absence of attractive neighbour interaction appears for coarse grain, even
after reaching sampling convergence.
If the lipid environment plays a role in TX-100 aggregation, a difference in the TX-
100 RDF is expected between different lipid environments due to the unique structures
formed by each lipid type. The different RDF profiles presented in Figure 3.2.A for the
atomistic DPPC and POPC bilayers is evidence of a slightly different packing structure.
If the TX-100 RDFs are similar or identical, it would indicate that the lipid is not the pri-
mary driver of the aggregation process for TX-100 and rather the TX-100 determines its
own aggregation behaviour based on its intrinsic qualities. Based on this, the potential
exists for improving the TX-100 forcefield parameters to make them more attractive.
That the statistical behaviour, of the MARTINI lipids, is similar to its atomistic coun-
terpart but that of the TX-100 molecule is not, suggests that the current parameters for
TX-100 have not been rigorously validated despite certain claims that it has been. It also
invites a fresh view on some of the driving physics for TX-100 in the lipid bilayer, which
could lead to a decisive understanding of whether such a molecule can be successfully
modelled in MARTINI. An attempt to achieve this is presented in the following section.
3.2 Reparametrisation in MARTINI
Discrepancies are observed in the molecular behaviour in MARTINI when compared
with CHARMM. To deal with this, an attempt has been made here to explore the ef-
fect of modifying the LJ parameters, for both the lipids and TX-100, on their respec-
tive RDFs. As the developers of MARTINI have claimed that the model is only "semi-
quantitative" at best, one can assume that these efforts are less important for the MAR-
TINI lipids, which already exhibit appropriate large scale properties that are in line
with that generated by atomistic models.
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 3.2: MARTINI validation against CHARMM - RDF compar-
isons: (A) Pure DPPC and POPC bilayers. (B) TX-100 self interaction
in different models and lipid environments.
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(A)
(B)
}σ = 5
FIGURE 3.3: RDF for the MARTINI DPPC molecule - sampling the hy-
drophillic P beads: (A) Effect of a σ parameter sweep. (B) Effect of an e
parameter sweep. Where e has the units of kJ mol−1 and σ is reported in
Å.
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3.2.1 Lipid Parameters
No energetics based analysis on the MARTINI parameters for bilayer lipids could be
found in the literature, rather validations are predominantly based on replicating the
expected bilayer thickness, density and area per lipid. A series of simulations were
carried out to examine the effect of tuning the lipid headgroup parameters in an attempt
to align them more closely with those obtained from atomistic results. The structural
details of the RDF beyond 7 Å are mainly dependent on steric and geometric factors.
Due to the coarser beads used in MARTINI, more order is imposed on the system than
is exhibited by the atomistic RDF. The large radius oscillations are a result of this. The
contact edge and the well depth are the only factors of concern here. The contact edge,
and the peak height, can be tuned by varying the magnitude of σ and e respectively for
the L-J of the C3 bead.
Sigma Sweep
Figure 3.3.A presents the RDF curves from simulations with varied σ values. Increasing
σ for the MARTINI DPPC headgroup (beads PO4, NC3, GL1 and GL2) led to a mono-
tonic increase in the contact edge and the contact peak position; while the peak height
was relatively stationary at RDF = 1.35. Varying σ from 4.7 Å to 5 Å for PO4 aligns the
contact edge to a more similar position to that obtained atomistically. Increasing σ to
5.6 nm overshoots the atomistic contact edge, but aligns the peak positions. The value
of σ = 5 Å was therefore used for following interaction strength sweep.
Epsilon Sweep
It was possible to increase the barrier height and the RDF minimum, by varying e, for
the DPPC headgroup beads, from their original values of eQ0 = 3.5 kJ mol−1, eNa =
4.0 kJ mol−1 and eQa = 5.0 kJ mol−1, by applying the same multiplication factor to all
three simultaneously. The DPPC coarse-graining was presented earlier in Chapter 1, in
Figure 2.2. σ = 5 Å was chosen to allow the RDF minimum to persist throughout the
sweep, leading to the contact peak being offset from the atomistic position. Higher σ
values can be chosen if achieving this is necessary in the future. The full effect of vary-
ing e is presented in Figure 3.3.B. The nearest neighbour shell sees the largest change
in probability upon increasing e. The increase in population is accompanied by a pop-
ulation loss in the second and third shells. It is noted that increasing σ from 4.7 Å to
5 Å and e from 4.0 kJ mol−1 to 4.4 kJ mol−1 improves the forcefield’s RDF fitness to the
corresponding CHARMM RDF. A further test using σ = 5.6 Å with e = 4.4 kJ mol−1 ap-
pears to be a promising way to align the MARTINI DPPC contact peak to that obtained
from CHARMM, at the expense of a heavily shifted contact edge.
Despite the potential for improvement in the validity of MARTINI lipids via tweak-
ing the LJ, the original lipid parameters that have been accepted by the community
were kept for the testing of the TX-100 as the effect does not appear to interfere with
the TX-100 aggregation process.
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TABLE 3.3: PEO tail bead parameters. Where esel f represents the self-
interaction and eW represents the interaction with water beads. Small
type beads (denoted by S) have σ = 0.43. *The symbol i denotes a count
representing the position in the TX-100 chain.
Atom Name Bead Type Source Representation esel f (kJ/mol) eW (kJ/mol)
W P4 - 4(H2O) 5 5
*OCi SN0 [90] C2H4O 2.65 3.5
- SNa [67, 90] C2H4O 2.65 4.0
- SP0 [78] C2H4O 2.813 4.25
OHT SP2 [90] C2H4OH 3.375 4.5
- SPh [78] OH 3.75 -
This study on the MARTINI DPPC parameters is instead left as a recommendation
to any person seeking to improve the MARTINI lipid parameters.
3.2.2 TX-100 Parameters
The primary goal of this study was to seek improvement in the MARTINI parame-
ters for TX-100. While the lipid parameters produce similar behaviour in both coarse
grained and atomistic models over all, the MARTINI TX-100 does not. Rather it remains
diffuse in the system, displaying no propensity for aggregation in the RDF, when mod-
elled in MARTINI. In this venture, success would be realised by generating: RDFs that
possess aligning features across models; similar clustering behaviours; and the forma-
tion of similarly sized aggregates in both models.
Tail Beads
TX-100’s PEO tail has been modelled with the SNa bead representing the ethylene ox-
ide unit [70]. A prior parametrisation study that originated this, found that the SNa
bead provides suitable parameters for self-interaction, and for cross interactions with
water [131]. To improve fitness to experimental data, a custom bead, coined SP0, was
designed with parameters intermediate to SP1 and SNda to model ethylene oxide sub
units [78].
Table 3.3 presents the interaction strength parameters for TX-100 tail bead types.
Use of SN0 has not been reported, but is a suitable candidate for demonstrating the
effect of interaction with water. The only attempt in the literature to model the terminal
alcohol, states that e = 3.75 for self interaction, but gives no further parameters for cross
interactions with water [78]. A solution to this is found in Marrink’s 2007 parametrisa-
tion paper, where ethanol is modelled with the P2 bead. The SP2 parameters are used
to compensate for the smaller electron cloud, due to the covalent bond between carbons
from the final ethylene oxide group, and the ethanol group. No significant effect was
found to affect the dynamics of the TX-100 molecule by using SP0 in the place of SNa.
Coarse-graining the water and the PEO tail of TX-100 leads to a number of questions
around obtaining real dynamics. The hydrophillic nature of PEO is not purely the result
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of the molecule’s properties, as the nature of the solvent is important too. If the tail
plays a role in the aggregation process, it is likely that its interaction with water is
critical to that, due to the relative hydrophobicity of the PEO tail. If the interactions of
individual water molecules are driving the process, it is not likely that the MARTINI
forcefield can replicate the atomistic behaviour. In particular because the MARTINI W
bead is a representation of 4 water molecules in self cancelling polarision orientations.
Tuning of Hydrophobic beads
The clustering behaviour of TX-100 was observed to vary as a function of increasing
benzene self-interaction strength in MARTINI. Using the RDF of atomistic TX-100 in
DPPC as a tuning reference for the benzene e in MARTINI, Figure 3.4.A shows the
transition as e is increased from the original 3.5 kJ mol−1 to 9.625 kJ mol−1, with the
population at contact increasing at the expense of the population beyond 10 Å. The
original parameters were not suited to appropriately defining the behaviour of TX-100,
due to the absence of any close contact probability in the RDF. Rather, the highest pair
probability is found at 17 Å, suggesting that in MARTINI, the TX-100 are repulsive at
close contact - possibly due to steric effects from the tails, which appear to lie parallel
to the bilayer. This is suggested as the origin of the plateau beyond 10 Å In CHARMM,
the TX-100 tails are seen behaving with more random diversity than simply lying flat.
In particular, they are often seen occupying much of the water space above the bilayer.
Performing the same study on the methyl group produces a similar effect, however
with a far more sharply defined peak at contact than the atomistic TX-100 displays, as
seen in 3.4.B. The parameters for the methyl group appear to be well tuned and are
prone to generating system artifacts upon variation - hence they will not be considered
further.
Isolating the benzene group as a part of the TX-100 molecule responsible for some
attractive interaction is helpful for learning more about the energetics of the atomistic
process. 3.4.A shows that the RDF can be shifted, to match the shape of the atomistic
TX-100 RDF, by increasing the self interaction strength. This may be occuring atom-
istically due to steric barriers imposed by the neighbouring lipids, pi − pi interactions
between TX-100 molecules at close contact or both of these simultaneously. Figure 3.5.B
presents the effect of increasing the interaction strength on the TX-100 pairs, triples,
and quadruples. Of all the values tested for the benzene beads, e = 9.625 kJ mol−1 was
found to be most similar to the atomistic results, upon examination of both the RDF
and clustering results. Varying the interaction strength was achieved by modifying the
e self-interaction term in the L-J for CB1 and CB2 in the MARTINI forcefield. A straight
line was fit to the pairs, while a parabola and cubic were fit to the triples and quadru-
ples respectively. These functions are not physically important, but were convenient
for interpolation. The atomistic results from the POPC system are presented to provide
a target for the MARTINI TX-100 clusters. Snapshots from this atomistic system are
presented, alongside snapshots from the MARTINI simulations that used e and 2.75e,
in Figure 3.5.A.
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 3.4: Effect of modulating the self-interaction of different parts
of the hydrophobic headgroup, using e = 3.5 kJ mol−1 for SC1 beads, in
TX-100 in POPC under the MARTINI forcefield for: (A) Benzene beads
CB1 and CB2 and (B) Methyl beads CH1 and CH2.
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If the self-interaction of the benzene groups is the driver of the aggregation of TX-
100 in MARTINI, then this should be visually represented in the simulation snapshots.
While aggregation tendencies are apparent in the CHARMM system shown in Figure
3.5.A, both of the associated MARTINI simulations do not assemble aggregate struc-
tures similar to those seen in the CHARMM simulation. The modified MARTINI force-
field appears to have a higher tendency of TX-100 headgroup clustering as compared
with the original. This is captured by the cluster analysis presented in Figure 3.5.B, but
the tails never exhibit this behaviour in MARTINI.
Figure 3.5.A displays the formation of white space in the CHARMM simulation
only. These areas of the bilayer consist of pure POPC phase, which was not included in
the visualisation for the sake of clarity. This is not the case for either of the MARTINI
simulations, even after 0.9 µs, because the TX-100 tails persist in occupying the space.
It was reported in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 that TX-100 diffused at a lower rate than that
obtained for the lipids. This appears to be consistent with the steric obstruction created
by the tails in MARTINI. The effect is sufficient to disrupt aggregate formation even
when the interaction potential is increased to the point of matching the atomistic RDF,
as is evident by the RDFs and clustering presented in Figures 3.4.A and 3.4.B.
The obstruction is made more apparent when the MARTINI bilayer is presented in
the tranverse view as in Figure 3.6. While the atomistic TX-100 tails are seen to project
out into the water, in MARTINI, the TX-100 tails do not appear to be solvated by the
water at all. They are seen to be lying down in the plane of the bilayer surface. It is
apparent then that the tails, rather than the headgroups, are where the potential lies for
improvement of the TX-100 MARTINI parametrisation. In particular, the TX-100 tails
must have interaction parameters that allow them to be solvated by the water such that
they lift away from the bilayer surface. If this occurs, the obstructions to the headgroups
will be removed, and aggregation may be possible.
3.3 Long timescale atomistic simulations
Due to the failure of the coarse-grained methods to generate a physical demonstration
of the behaviour of TX-100 in the lipid bilayer, a series of extended atomistic simulations
were carried out to test the reproducibility of the observations made about the TX-
100 tails. These were designed to test the effect of the lipid environment and the TX-
100 concentration on any phase partitioning tendencies that might be present. The
simulations were probed with the RDF and the time dependence of cluster count.
3.3.1 Comparison between different lipid environments
Figure 3.7.A presents clustering results from 2 systems, each with 36 TX-100 molecules
in the top leaflet. One system was based on POPC, while the other was based on DPPC.
A cut off radius of 0.75 Å was used to determine whether a particle would be counted as
part of a cluster. A number of conclusions can be immediately drawn from this graph.
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FIGURE 3.5: (A) Evolution of system state for 36 TX-100 (25%) in POPC
in three forcefields: original MARTINI, modified MARTINI with eCH2 =
9.625 kJ mol−1 for CB1 and CB2, and CHARMM. (B) The associated TX-
100 headgroup cluster sizes as a function of eCH2.
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FIGURE 3.6: Transverse views of the atomistic (left) and modified MAR-
TINI (right) systems from Figure 3.5.A in their respective final frames.
The difference in the positioning of the tails is noteworthy. The atomistic
tails are upstanding, while the coarse grained tails lie flat against the
bilayer interface. TX-100 is represented by VDW radius in the opaque
style.
The TX-100 aggregation process is very slow and consistent as seen from the declining
population of single TX-100 molecules. It is therefore unlikely to be due to attractive
self-interaction forces between TX-100’s hydrophobic components, which would be ex-
pected to be significant at close contact if present. Most important in this comparison is
the similarity of the clustering behaviour between the two lipid types.
The cluster analysis is useful for observing relative effects, however a problem is
encountered when comparing Figure 3.7 with the snapshots in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. A
discrepancy is seen in the numbers sampled from clustering as compared with the num-
ber of interacting TX-100 molecules in the simulation snapshots. While the snapshots
show aggregate sizes upwards of 20 molecules having essentially consumed all of the
single TX-100 molecules, the clustering presents a very high number of singles. This
indicates that the TX-100 is coupling with nearby TX-100 molecules in such a way that
the headgroups do not come into contact.
If close contact of the headgroups is not required for the aggregation, it would sug-
gest that the tails’ interaction in the water is playing a role in the process. Figures 3.8
and 3.9 both show similar long timescale aggregation dynamics despite being of differ-
ent lipid composition. This is an indication that the headgroup interaction may not be
responsible for the cluster formation in these simulations.
The forces driving the TX-100 aggregation appear to originate from the water’s ten-
dency to exclude the PEO tails such that they are forced together. This is apparent
from the formation of a canopy of PEO tails, which are anchored to the bilayer by small
pairs, triples and other clusters of headgroups. As the tails are bonded to the head-
group - submerged beneath the bilayer surface - they must also be brought together
through periodic momentum transfers with the tails. This occurs in the absence of an
intermolecular potential acting directly between the headgroups. Only the action of
the tails being forced together by the water would produce an average net attractive
force between TX-100 molecules. Further, as a headgroup settles into a bilayer site, it
becomes difficult for the TX-100 to leave its position due to the presence of two energy
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barriers: the first being that provided by the water as it continues to maintain the tails’
close contact through hydrophobic exclusion; and the second being the steric obstruc-
tion created by the surrounding lipids in the bilayer.
3.3.2 Effect of varying TX-100 concentration
Three systems atomistic systems were built for comparison, with varying TX-100 con-
centrations. The numerical and fractional amount of TX-100 for each system type is
presented in Table 3.4. Increasing the top-leaflet ratio to 50% TX-100 to lipid did not
make a significant difference to the cluster analysis shown in Figure 3.7, aside from
proportionally increasing the sampling amount. The largest cluster, as defined by the
headgroup contact radius of 7.5 Å, consisted of 5 particles. The corresponding snap-
shots in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the formation of large islands.
For a 1:1 ratio of TX-100 to lipid in the top leaflets, any lipids trapped beneath the
canopy of interacting tails are apparently being excluded horizontally from the TX-100
dominant region as the TX-100 headgroups are pulled together by their tails. In this
way the TX-100 is able to very slowly induce partitioning of the system from mixed
phase, to pure phases of TX-100 and lipid.
Increasing the TX-100 proportion to 75% yields similar behaviour by all of the ele-
ments in the system. It is noteworthy that such a large population of TX-100 did not
damage the bilayer at all and no bilayer curvature was detected as a result of having
predominantly TX-100 in the top leaflet and pure POPC or DPPC in the bottom one. If
a rupture process can be initiated by a large TX-100 fraction, a much larger lipid area
may be required for it to occur, as the current boundary conditions may be undesirably
stabilising the bilayer.
For the system sizes used here, varying the concentration does not appear to pro-
duce any difference in the TX-100 aggregration behaviour. The presence of persisting
void areas clearly demonstrates the hydrophobic exclusion of the tails over time. The
headgroup clustering presented in Figure 3.7 indicates only a proportional difference in
the number of clusters and a steady state population of headgroup grouping behaviour.
This indicates that the headgroups are not being driven together to contact distances.
Meanwhile, the negative gradient for population of singles in Figure 3.7.A is correlated
TABLE 3.4: TX-100/lipid proportions in the CHARMM simulations of
varied TX-100 top leaflet fraction. Where: NTX is the total number of TX-
100 molecules, NLT is the remaining number of lipids in the top leaflet
and NLB is the number of lipids in the pure-phase bottom leaflet.
NTX NLT NLB TX Frac. (%)
36 108 144 25
64 64 128 50
96 32 128 75
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 3.7: Clustering of the C5 atom in the TX-100 headgroup in DPPC
and POPC bilayers with TX-100 in the top leaflet: (A) 25% TX-100 in the
top leaflet (B) 50% TX-100 in the top leaflet.
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FIGURE 3.8: Evolution of system state over 1.5 µs for TX-100 in POPC
with increasing concentration. The 0.0 µs image displays the first post
equilibration configuration.
to the growth of void spaces, in Figures 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9, which demonstrates loss of
single TX-100 molecules to aggregates.
3.3.3 Determination of Aggregation Origin
The observations discussed in the previous section demonstrate that the widely held
hypothesis of TX-100 aggregation being a headgroup driven process is not correct. Ex-
ploring the tail behaviour for TX-100, therefore, requires a statistical treatment.
It was necessary here to define a new cut off distance for the tail atoms, due to the
difficulty in sampling the clustering with respect to the tail interaction at true contact
distances. A cut off of 10 Å was chosen for the tail beads, as this includes the RDF peak
for the O5 atom, as seen in the atomistic RDFs shown in Figure 3.10. A number of
subtle yet important aspects of the TX-100 behaviour can be drawn from this. The O5
tail atom yields a smaller contact distance than the headgroup, at 3.5 Å indicating the
prevalence of attractive interaction leading to contact for the tail atoms in CHARMM.
The shorter contact distance for the tails is consistent based on the width of the tail
and headgroup. A smaller contact distance can be expected for a single file chain of
atoms, while a larger average separation is natural for atoms attached to a benzene
group. The choice of using only the O5 self interaction for RDF sampling results in an
artifact in the size of the contact peak here, which appears to be diminished and spread
over a plateau between 5 Å and 7 Å. The reason for this is that the tails’ contact point
between 2 molecules is highly variable throughout the space of 100 different interaction
cross terms, due to the 10 tail atoms each TX-100 molecule possesses. This is expected
due to the freedom of the tails to move in the water.
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FIGURE 3.9: Evolution of system state over 1.5 µs for TX-100 in DPPC
with increasing concentration. The 0.0 µs image displays the first post
equilibration configuration.
A measurement of the RDF that includes only the closest tail-tail cross term at each
time step, is expected to show increased contact probability - similar to that seen by
the atomistic headgroup, only sharper and with a left shifted contact edge. While not
impossible, this has not been carried out here however, due to the high computational
demand of such a calculation. The contact peak seen in the C5 atom’s RDF is a result of
the high probability of the 6 Å pair distance occurring. Therefore it is very important to
not misattribute the difference in peak magnitudes, between O5 and C5 in Figure 3.10,
to a real difference in contact probability.
For the MARTINI systems, both the tail and headgroup sampling lead to a repulsive
profile, where the RDF has values less than 1 for short distances. This is attributed to
the obstruction created by the tails which are lying along the surface of the bilayer.
Based on the smaller contact distance for tails, it can be inferred that it is the tails and
not the headgroups that are responsible for the origin and maintainence of the observed
aggregation process. That is to say, the tails attract each other and the headgroups
follow in tow. This is determined in spite of the absence of an RDF peak, which has been
attributed to a sampling artifact resulting from the use of a single atom self-interaction.
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(A)
(B)
FIGURE 3.10: RDF of tail component against headgroup for 36 TX-100
molecules in MARTINI and CHARMM for: A) the DPPC and B) POPC
environments.
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TABLE 3.5: Charges used in the atomistic representation of TX-100 and
water in CHARMM, where e = 1.602 × 10−19C is the electron charge
magnitude.
Molecule O Charge (e) H Charge (e)
TX-100 (chain) -0.338 0.090
TX-100 (terminal) -0.649 0.421
Water -0.834 0.417
3.3.4 A Fresh View of the TX-100 Aggregation
The time evolution of simulations using the original MARTINI, parameterised MAR-
TINI and CHARMM models are presented in the form of overhead snapshots in Figures
3.5.A, 3.8 and 3.9. Consistent with both the RDF and cluster counts obtained for TX-100
using the original parameters, is the persistent diffuse distribution seen for the MAR-
TINI snapshots in Figure 3.5.A. There does appear to be some prevalence of headgroup
pairs, which are counted in the cluster analysis presented in Figure 3.7.A, but none that
build into structural features. A similar distribution is seen upon doubling the interac-
tion strength of the headgroup, where an increased tendency exists for the formation
of pairs and triples with the increased interaction strength, despite the generation of
the same diffuse distribution. In MARTINI this can be considered to be the equilibrium
state for TX-100 in the lipid bilayer.
This appears to be the result of the TX-100 tails being hydrophobically excluded
from the water as is clearly visible in Figure 3.6, along the lipid bilayer surface. As the
tails diffuse rapidly in the plane of the interface, they collide with each other, leading to
a net repulsive effect. Boosting the headgroup interaction to a level that matches that
obtained from CHARMM is insufficient to negate this, as is evident from Figure 3.5.A.
If the MARTINI TX-100 is not showing any significant aggregation effect on its own,
then it is likely that a process external to the bilayer is responsible for the observed
aggregation behaviour in the atomistic simulations. As shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9,
the PEO tails appear to make way for an increasing area of pure lipid phase as the
simulation time increases.
It is proposed that the slightly hydrophobic PEO molecules are driven together by
the water, while still being hydrophilic enough to remain on the outside of the bilayer,
solvated by the water. Indeed this effect is consistent with the charge strength of oxygen
atoms in the active molecules, which are −0.338e and −0.834e in TX-100 and water
respectively. Table 3.5 presents the charges on oxygen and hydrogen atoms in TX-100
and water as described in the CHARMM forcefield.
As water has the greatest charge magnitude of these, with the exception of TX-100’s
terminal hydrogen, the water has a tendency to orient itself end to end to form a po-
larised solvent. In the presence of TX-100, while the water hydrogens will interact to
some extent with the local electric fields generated by the TX-100 oxygens, this coupling
will not be stable in the presence of a second water molecule. Therefore if two TX-100
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FIGURE 3.11: Schematic representation of the postulated TX-100 interac-
tion for the special case where two interacting molecules have separated
headgroups. A small length of each molecules’ tails interact hydropho-
bically, such that a small tension is transmitted to the respective head-
groups. Where: T represents the tension force supplied by the TX-100
tail to the headgroup and Tx is the bilayer parallel component of the ten-
sion. The normal tension vector is shown in dashed blue. The solvent
and bilayer molecules are depicted as continuum media for the sake of
clarity of the key features.
tails approach each other in water via random diffusion processes, at a certain distance
they will be driven together hydrophobically due to the water’s preference for interac-
tion with the other water molecules solvating the TX-100. This is the same process that
drives the self assembly of the lipid bilayer; that brings the TX-100 headgroup into the
hydrophobic bilayer region; and that draws the tail out of the lipid bilayer and into the
water.
The hydrophobic/hydrophilic intermediacy of the TX-100 PEO tail results in the
TX-100 behaving in a similar way to anchors tethered to the same boat being dragged
together along the ocean floor. The lipid-solvent boundary provides a natural vertical
restraint on the hydrophobic TX-100 headgroup, confining it to the bilayer, while the
orientation is maintained due to the polar elements in the PEO tail. In this way the
headgroup acts like an anchor and the tail like the anchor’s chain. As the TX-100 tails
are brought together via the hydrophobic process described above, the horizontal com-
ponent of the tension produced by the tail’s motion draws the anchored headgroups
together when an appropriate void is created by the random motion of the surround-
ing lipids. A visual representation of these tension dynamics is presented in Figure
3.11, which depicts two TX-100 molecules in the process of pairing with one another
from a distance. This effect is dependent on the presence of the water to provide the
energy for the tail interaction, and the bilayer to provide stable anchoring of the TX-100
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headgroup. It is important to note that there is nothing pertinent about conformation
chosen for the representation in Figure 3.11 as the tails are capable of twisting and coil-
ing as the molecule diffuses in the water. It is also common for headgroups to come
into contact and persist together as a pair, triplet or larger cluster size, for an extended
time. This is why a large pair probability is obtained at contact in the RDFs obtained
from headgroup atom sampling, as seen in Figure 3.2.
This also explains the discrepancy between the relatively small cluster sizes mea-
sured analytically, and the large continuous percolating islands of TX-100 seen in the
atomistic systems presented in Figures 3.5.A, 3.8 and 3.9. The atomistic tails are able
to interact even while maintaining a large headgroup separation. The molecules are
hence attracted to each other from distances on the order of a molecule length away.
Hydrophobic interactions such as this should be occasionally overcome by random
thermal collision processes in the atomistic simulations. If for example, the headgroup
of an aggregated TX-100 molecule were shifted away from the aggregate by a large mo-
mentum transfer with a neighbouring lipid, the water would not be able to hold the
tail in position. Once separated from the aggregate, the TX-100 molecule is subject to
Brownian motion until such time as its tail coincides with another TX-100 molecule or
adsorbs to an aggregate again. Therefore, there is no guarantee of a TX-100 molecule
finding its way back to its original aggregate. This results in an exchange process at
the aggregate edge, where loss and supply of TX-100 molecules are expected to have
rates dependant on aggregate perimeter and TX-100 bilayer concentration respectively.
In the small atomistic models studied here, the concentration of free TX-100 rapidly de-
pletes upon aggregate formation resulting in a suddenly plateauing growth rate. If the
supply of TX-100 could be maintained at a rate equal to that of the adsorption one could
expect to see aggregates that continue to grow indefinitely until the bilayer ruptures.
Modelling such a process atomistically could require hundreds of millions - or billions
- of atoms to appropriately replicate the conditions of virion rupture under laboratory
conditions.
The conclusions drawn from this work are at odds with those drawn from a range
of studies found in the literature. The contemporary understanding of this process is
that aggregation is driven by a tendency for TX-100 to form a curved surface, while
lipid bilayers form with zero curvature. It is theorised that clusters of TX-100 are able
to impart sufficient energy to the bilayer to overcome its horizontal structural integrity,
thus rupturing it. This theory also suggests that the bent bilayer drives aggregation fur-
ther, as voids are produced when the lipids are rarefied from their positive curvature,
into which TX-100 headgroups diffuse and remain. This narrative is solely focused on
steric forces occurring inside the bilayer, which was the reasoning behind the attempt
to reparameterise the MARTINI headgroups. The fact that the behaviour could not be
reproduced in MARTINI, despite increasing the interaction potential to a magnitude
that matches the atomistic profile, is an indication that a problem exists with the idea
that the aggregation behaviour originates from bilayer processes alone.
The studies which arrive at this claim do not appear to have rigorously tested their
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FIGURE 3.12: Effect on of changing only the tail-water interaction on the
RDF of the MARTINI system of 36 TX-100 in POPC, where eow denotes
the cross term between the TX-100 tail oxygen beads and water beads.
The original value of 3.5 kJ mol−1 caused the tails to align to the bilayer
(left) while increasing it to 4.5 kJ mol−1 resulted in the tails drifting into
the solvent (right). Snapshots show the state after 0.1 µs.
hypothesis with statistical methods as was done here. The claim of induced curvature
appears to have instead been used as a convenient way to complete a narrative that
could not be probed with the scientific evidence generated by the study conducted. The
most relevant example of this is the work of Pizzirusso et. al. [67] that relied heavily
on the induced curvature theory for interpretation of their MARTINI based study of
TX-100 in the bilayer.
Induced curvature is however not ruled out as a potential route to virion rupture
on sufficiently large scales that cannot be currently modelled atomistically. Some en-
abling technologies must be developed in the future in order to access this scientific
frontier. However with the new understanding of the TX-100 energetics, a sufficient
coarse grained model is possible in MARTINI, with the appropriate tail parameters.
3.4 Reparametrisation of the MARTINI TX-100 Tail Beads
Having identified the nature of the TX-100 aggregation process from atomistic simula-
tions and noting that the tails are likely to have been parametrised with an excessive
hydrophobicity, an attempt was made to reparametrise the MARTINI TX-100. The goal
was to remove the tail obstruction and observe the effect this has on the dynamics.
Making the tails more hydrophillic, by increasing the magnitude of the tail-water inter-
action, was expected to make the dynamics more similar to those seen in the CHARMM
simulations.
3.4.1 Water-Tail Cross Term Sweep
The intermediate hydrophobicity of the TX-100 tail was identified as the factor that
resulted in the simultaneous solvation and exclusion by the water and subsequent at-
tractive tail interaction in the water. Making a simple change to the value of eow, as
shown in Figure 3.12, resulted in the removal of the tails from the bilayer surface, as is
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expected to be required for aggregation. A test of the cross term dependent behaviour
was carried out via a series of simulations with increasing values for e between the
SN0 and P4 beads, representing the TX-100 tail and water, respectively. The resultant
RDFs are presented in Figure 3.13 alongside the RDF for the corresponding CHARMM
system.
For this series, eoo, the tail self term, was kept constant at 3.94 kJ mol−1. The most
dramatic effect is apparent in the position of the tail at long distances. For eow =
4.00 kJ mol−1 and eow = 4.25 kJ mol−1 the neighbour population approaches zero, which
shows that the whole system of TX-100 has formed into large aggregates leaving behind
large spaces of pure lipid phase.
Increasing the cross term, eow, further to eow = 4.50 kJ mol−1 causes the RDF to
align to 1, demonstrating the presence of a diffuse mixed phase environment, which is
consistent with the atomistic result. This is accompanied by a significant population
loss from the contact peak, consistent with what is expected for smaller cluster sizes.
Increasing the cross term again to eow = 4.75 kJ mol−1 results in even less aggregation
as is evident by the further decrease in peak magnitude and the slight increase in the
position of the tail.
This series provides an interesting view into the hydrophobic effects of the TX-100
for self aggregation. Further it shows potential for the MARTINI model to be used as
a generic toy model for surfactants with theoretical properties. This level of control is
not available in atomistic forcefields due to their specificity.
The phase transition is of particular importance here. The P4 self term has a value
of 5.0 kJ mol−1, which is being approached by the eoo values used in this series. The
value must not simply be made arbitrarily smaller however, as the risk of crossing
the identified phase transition and having the TX-100 tails bind together as an island
leads to nonphysical dynamics. The other case, where both the tail-tail and tail-water
interaction are much smaller than the water’s self term, leads to the tails being forced
onto the bilayer surface.
Regarding the correct behaviour of TX-100, it can be qualitatively stated that the
three aggregation sensitive interaction strengths must have decrease in order according
to: eww > eow > eoo.
3.4.2 Tail Self-Interaction Sweep
It was demonstrated from the eow sweep in Figure 3.13 that eow should be close to but
less than eww, for the TX-100 tails to experience hydrophobic effects while remaining
solvated. The value eow = 4.5 kJ mol−1 fulfils this requirement and was chosen for use
in the eoo sweep. The clustering results from this are presented in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14.A displays the time dependent behaviour of unclustered particles in the
MARTINI simulations, with modified tail self-interaction strengths, against that ob-
tained from the corresponding CHARMM system. The population of unclustered par-
ticles was chosen as it gives a system scale overview of the net behaviour of all aggre-
gates. In all cases, there is a brief equilibration period where the population decreases.
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FIGURE 3.13: Effect of increasing the tail-water interaction on the RDF of
the MARTINI system of 36 TX-100 in POPC, where eow denotes the cross
term between the TX-100 tail oxygen beads and water beads. The tail self
term was constant throught the sweep at eoo = 3.938 kJ/mol A phase
transition is indicated by the onset of long range population depletion
for greater values of eow.
After ≈ 0.1 µs the average behaviour becomes steady state.
This perspective demonstrates the importance of considering both the tail and the
headgroup together. For the original value, eoo = 2.625 kJ mol−1, the headgroup be-
haviour matches well. Figure 3.5 demonstrated, however, that there are many paths to
matching the headgroup clustering that are non-physical. The problem is made clear
in this case, by the large number of unclustered tails despite the numerically matching
headgroup dynamics. Matching the tail behaviour gives the same problem in the other
direction, with much more aggregation of MARTINI headgroups than in CHARMM.
To gain a more accurate representation of the clustering, the first 0.1 µs was dis-
carded from each time series, with the remaining time series data averaged and plotted
against the associated eoo value in Figure 3.14.B. The clustering behaviour at 3.94 kJ mol−1
is identical for both the headgroup and tail beads, indicating that the whole molecule is
behaving as a single entity. This is expected for such a self interaction magnitude that
is much greater than the surrounding potentials.
As eoo decreases, the clustering behaviour approaches that seen atomistically, while
simultaneously diverging due to the greater gradient magnitude for the MARTINI tail
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FIGURE 3.14: Effect of increasing eoo for 36 TX-100 molecules in the
POPC bilayer in MARTINI, with comparison to the equivalent system
in CHARMM - presented with respect to: A) time dependence and B)
interaction strength dependence.
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FIGURE 3.15: RDF profiles for the eoo series where eow = 4.5 kJ mol−1.
headgroup sampling and tail bead sampling are presented in plots A)
and B), respectively.
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bead (OC5) curve than that for the headgroup bead (CH2). This effect is due to the
sampling and tuning both occuring on the OC5 tail bead, making the effect most re-
sponsive for this bead. The CH2 clustering behaviour is less sensitive due to having
confounded effects from the neighbouring bilayer lipids; starting with more particles
clustered; and being subjected to an incidental 2-dimensional hydrophobic constraint
that is less severe for the tails.
A discrepancy is apparent between the CHARMM and MARTINI values in that for
the CHARMM simulations the tail O5 atoms displayed a higher tendency to be associ-
ated in a cluster, while the headgroup CH2 beads display this in MARTINI. This could
be an indication that the MARTINI headgroup interaction needs to be decreased, but
this is an area of the parameter space that needs to be tested with further simulations
before a definite judgement can be made.
From the set presented in Figure 3.14, the value of eoo = 3.413 kJ mol−1 gave the best
match to the atomistic clustering behaviour for eow = 4.5 kJ mol−1 based on CH2 and
OC5 both having the most similar clustering value when compared to their respective
particle’s clustering value in CHARMM.
The RDFs for the same set are presented in Figure 3.15. For CH2, the best fit to the
RDF from the C5 atom is again given by 3.413 kJ mol−1 as is also the case for OC5 and
the O5 atom.
The values for the TX-100 molecule presented here are not suggested as being physi-
cally valid under all conditions. Rather, they are proposed as one method for observing
the aggregation dynamics of the TX-100 molecule in the lipid bilayer, while using the
existing lipid parameters in MARTINI version 2.0.
It is noted that the most important feature to focus on is the behaviour of the tails as
they are the driver of this aggregation process. Using appropriate sampling techniques
specific to the TX-100 tail will be important for drawing better conclusions about where
the optimal parameters lie. As the headgroup behaviour exhibits only secondary ef-
fects, this can be fine tuned after the tail behaviour is optimised. For now, due to the
uncertainty about the headgroup parameters, we can take the best match for the tail
clustering only. The eoo is most similar between OC5 and O5 at eoo = 3.544 kJ mol−1,
which is not dissimilar to the original value chosen in MARTINI. The original MARTINI
values had defined this bead as ’intermediate’, which carries a value of 3.500 kJ mol−1,
demonstrating that it was eow which had the most significant effect on this parametri-
sation.
It is further highlighted here that the MARTINI forcefield lends itself well to use as
a tunable forcefield for searching for the origins of interesting molecular partitioning
behaviours for surfactants generally. Parameters such as the chain length, headgroup
composition and size, self interaction, and cross interaction with the solvent and other
molecules can all be controlled and the outcome observed. Such control is not possible
atomistically due to the required specificity.
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Conclusions
The results of this study identified a barrier in understanding to correctly modelling the
TX-100 induced virion rupture. The MARTINI model was adopted by the molecular
dynamics community as a pathway to obtaining the necessarily large scale dynamics
required to simulate such a process. We have discovered that the TX-100 aggregation
process depends critically on hydrophobic interactions between the TX-100 tails and
the water, which has not been parametrised properly in MARTINI.
4.1 Key Findings
The aim of this work, to understand the mechanism of TX-100 induced bilayer rupture,
was not fulfilled. However the attempt has led to the most recent values for the diffu-
sivity of TX-100, POPC and DPPC, in addition to RDF profiles for these molecules in
the bilayer environment. Most importantly it has led to gaining a novel understanding
of the forces driving TX-100 aggregation and an updated parametrisation for TX-100 in
the lipid bilayer environment.
This venture was simultaneously a test of the limits of MARTINI as well as an at-
tempt to improve the behaviour of the TX-100 molecule in the model. The LJ param-
eters for DPPC were scanned to explore the effect on the resulting RDF. None of the
parameters within the space tested yielded the smooth randomised distribution seen in
the all-atom RDF as is expected from the larger bead size in MARTINI. The examination
of lipid parameters was terminated at this point as it was clear that the kinetics are be-
ing heavily dominated by the limited degrees of freedom in the MARTINI model. This
left the possibility for some similar dynamics to be observed for TX-100 in the bilayer,
despite the approximate kinetics.
Following on from recent work in this field - that suggested that TX-100 will form
aggregates due to the action of their closely packed headgroups - an effort was made
to reproduce these interaction effects and to validate against atomistic models. This
was attempted, at first, by manipulating the MARTINI LJ parameters, σ and e, for hy-
drophobic TX-100 headgroup self interaction. Increasing the interaction strength from
3.5 kJ mol−1 to 9.63 kJ mol−1 generated clustering values that approximately matched
those from the atomistic simulations of the CHARMM forcefield, however upon com-
parison of the simulation snapshots, it was apparent that no evidence of aggregation
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emerged from the modified MARTINI simulations after hundreds of nanoseconds. While
it was possible to match the statistics for the TX-100 headgroups, between MARTINI
and CHARMM, the dynamics and kinetics remained irreconcilably divergent when the
simulation snapshots and RDFs were considered together with the clustering results.
It follows that one cannot expect MARTINI version 2.0, with the current parametri-
sation, to produce any aspect of the TX-100 group behaviour seen in CHARMM. Ob-
servation of the atomistic simulations of TX-100 in POPC led to the realisation that the
tails were likely to be the dominant factor in the observed aggregation. Upon examina-
tion of the MARTINI parameters used for the SN0 bead’s self interaction in the TX-100
tail, it was found to be set to a value of 2.625 kJ mol−1, much smaller than the value of
3.5 kJ mol−1 used for the C1 methyl beads. Further, the tails’ water cross term was set
to 2.625 kJ mol−1 in the MARTINI parametrisation, which is significantly smaller than
the 5 kJ mol−1 used for the water’s self interaction.
This large mismatch in forces led to the tail behaving sufficiently hydrophobically
to be excluded out of the water and onto the surface of the bilayer - a feature of all of the
simulation snap shots presented in previous studies of TX-100 using this model, which
has not been discussed in the literature. It was found here that the tails are responsible
for sterically preventing the headgroups from approaching to close contact, despite
the attempt to force this with increased headgroup interaction strength, as previously
mentioned.
The SN0-P4 cross term defining the tails’ interaction with water beads, eow, was
increased to 4.5 kJ mol−1 to make it more competitive in interactions with water. Care
was taken to select a value which was on the less attractive side of a phase transition
that was found to led to strong aggregation and the rapid formation of a single TX-100
island. The transition occurred for intermediate values of eow in the range 4 kJ mol−1
to 4.25 kJ mol−1. This successfully led to solvation of the tail beads and lifted the tails
away from the bilayer such that they were oriented parallel to the z-axis.
The tail self term, eoo was then adjusted until CHARMM matching clustering and
RDF profiles were obtained at a value of 3.413 kJ mol−1. While the TX-100 headgroup
value was kept at it’s original value, it is noted that this parametrisation was made
with the theory of a headgroup driven interaction, and may in fact be over stated. It
is possible that an improved parametrisation could be obtained if the headgroup in-
teraction was made to be less attractive as no self interaction is expected between two
hydrophobic molecules.
4.2 Future Work
Several avenues for future study in this area are opened by this work, once advance-
ment of the computer hardware used for atomistic simulations has reached the appro-
priate level. Regardless of the model used, it will likely be necessary to include between
104 and 105 TX-100 molecules to gain a serious understanding of the large scale effects
of aggregate formation and bilayer rupture as they occur under laboratory conditions.
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In the meantime, it may be possible to gain some understanding of the TX-100 aggre-
gation behaviour in the lipid bilayer.
4.2.1 Atomistic Simulations
As an interesting extension of this study on TX-100’s bilayer dynamics is the observa-
tion the behaviour of the molecules with truncated or extended tails. If the tails are
made the minimum length required for polar interaction with water to be preserved,
the aggregation tendency is expected to be diminished if the conclusions drawn from
this work are accurate. Similarly, lengthening the tails should accelerate the process and
make desorption less prevalent. Testing tail length dependent dynamics is therefore a
logical next step. This study focused on comparisons between lipid types. Studying
the effect of TX-100 partitioning at the phase boundary between two lipid phases is
of interest and has been modelled with MARTINI. Validating this behaviour atomisti-
cally could be of value to the community. It is expected that a lower diffusivity lipid
phase would make aggregation more prevalent and could work as a way to extract
TX-100 from another lipid phase. Most importantly, performing scaled up versions of
the system types studied here at a time in the future when the computational technol-
ogy has improved, is the most likely way that the dynamics of bilayer rupture will be
observed atomistically. Using hundreds of thousands of TX-100 molecules may be nec-
essary to ensure that the concentration of diffusing TX-100 remains constant. With the
small sampling used in this work, these free TX-100 were rapidly depleted, making it
impossible to gain any notion of what would be seen if the aggregates were allowed
to grow at their natural rate with steady supply. An alternative to this, using a smaller
simulation box, is to incrementally introduce TX-100 molecules as they are consumed
by the growing aggregates. Inserting the TX-100 molecules mid-simulation in a ther-
modynamically consistent way presents a challenge, but it could be done by coupling
the NPT simulation with Grand Canonical Monte Carlo steps as is achieved in the well
established configurational-bias Monte Carlo technique [132].
4.2.2 Improved Coarse Graining
Having identified the break down point for the MARTINI model as having misat-
tributed the origin of the attractive forces to the TX-100 headgroups rather than to the
tails, it is desirable to build this into a future coarse graining of the TX-100/bilayer sys-
tem. A further parameter search - using the clustering and RDF methods outlined in
this thesis, but for a diminished headgroup interaction strength - is of particular inter-
est.
MARTINI version 3.0, containing an improved parametrisation of the PEO molecule,
is due for release soon [92]. It will be important to examine the comparative perfor-
mance of this model against that developed here. It may be possible that the correct
balance of forces will be obtained with the 3.0 representation, however it is possible
that TX-100 could be found to be modelled incorrectly based on the methods used in
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this work. In this case, a clustering and RDF based reparametrisation should be applied
to MARTINI 3.0 as well.
4.2.3 Biological Dynamics
If the efforts in parametrisation of TX-100 and lipids in MARTINI are considered suc-
cessful, it is desirable to use it to perform a large scale study. System scales approaching
the size of a virion would give insights that are not possible to study in the box sizes
used for this work. Certain theorised phenomena such as induced bilayer curvature
in the presence of TX-100 aggregates may emerge for very large cluster sizes. If this
can be observed from a correctly validated coarse grained model, a deeper understand-
ing of the ubiquitously employed commercial process for the production of the world’s
influenza vaccines will be gained.
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Post-Simulation Analysis Scripts
A.1 RDF Python Code
1 # !/ usr/bin/python
2
3 # Function : C a l c u l a t i o n of Radial D i s t r i b u t i o n Function from a 3xn matrix of
COMs
4
5 #IN ARTEMIS DO: module load python / 2 . 7 . 9
6 #IN RAIJIN DO: module load python / 2 . 7 . 1 1
7
8 # Required inputs :
9 # Maximum Radius Value
10 # Bin Width
11 # A l i s t of 3D c e n t e r of mass coordinates f o r each benzene ( xyz )
12 # A . gro f i l e of the system
13
14 #BEGIN
15 from c o l l e c t i o n s import OrderedDict
16 from i t e r t o o l s import combinations
17 import numpy as np
18 import MDAnalysis as mda
19 import operator
20
21 g r o f i l e = " prod_XXX . gro "
22 t p r f i l e = " prod_XXX . tpr "
23 t r a j f i l e = " prod_XXX . x t c "
24 U = mda . Universe ( t p r f i l e , t r a j f i l e )
25 S1 = U. se lec t_a toms ( "name C8" ) # S e l e c t i o n 1 i s the t r i t o n headgroup
26 A = U. t r a j e c t o r y
27 p r i n t len ( S1 )
28
29 with open ( g r o f i l e ) as f :
30 l i n e s = f . r e a d l i n e s ( )
31 L = l i n e s [−1]
32 L1 = L . s p l i t ( )
33 BOX_LENGTH = 10∗ f l o a t ( L1 [ 0 ] )
34 DIST_LIMIT = BOX_LENGTH/2
35 RMAX = 40 # c u t o f f radius in Angstroms
36 NBINS = 300
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37 NUMBER_OF_INPUT_COORDS = len ( S1 )
38 NUMBER_OF_COMS = NUMBER_OF_INPUT_COORDS
39 DENSITY = NUMBER_OF_COMS/np . square (BOX_LENGTH)
40
41 #Load raw t r a j e c t o r i e s f o r one timeframe , f o r p a r t i c l e s s e l e c t e d in " S1 " ( a t
beginning of s c r i p t )
42 def l o a d _ s e l e c t i o n _ 1 ( ) :
43 a r r = S1 . p o s i t i o n s
44 re turn a r r
45
46 #Read coordinates and c a l c u l a t e COM p o s i t i o n s f o r each benzene as a numpy
array
47 def crea te_centers_of_mass (POSITIONS_DATA) :
48 Benz1 = POSITIONS_DATA [ 0 ]
49 centers_of_mass=np . array ( [ [ Benz1 [ 0 ] , Benz1 [ 1 ] , Benz1 [ 2 ] ] ] )
50 f o r n in range ( 1 ,NUMBER_OF_COMS) :
51 i = n
52 Benz1 = POSITIONS_DATA[ i ]
53 com_line = np . array ( [ [ Benz1 [ 0 ] , Benz1 [ 1 ] , Benz1 [ 2 ] ] ] )
54 centers_of_mass = np . concatenate ( ( centers_of_mass , com_line ) ,
a x i s =0)
55 re turn centers_of_mass
56
57 # Build up an array of the d i s t a n c e pairs , from a r e f e r e n c e atom to the r e s t
58 def b u i l d _ p a i r s ( i1 , arr_1 , arr_2 ) :
59 c = [ ]
60 f o r i 2 in range ( 0 ,NUMBER_OF_COMS−1) :
61 r = c a l c u l a t e _ p a i r s ( i1 , i2 , arr_1 , arr_2 )
62 i f r > 0 :
63 c = np . concatenate ( ( c , [ r ] ) , a x i s =0)
64 re turn c
65
66 # Ca l c u l a te the d i s t a n c e between two p a i r s of COM coordinates
67 def c a l c u l a t e _ p a i r s ( i1 , i2 , arr_1 , arr_2 ) :
68 x = arr_1 [ i 2 ] [ 0 ] − arr_2 [ i 1 ] [ 0 ]
69 y = arr_1 [ i 2 ] [ 1 ] − arr_2 [ i 1 ] [ 1 ]
70 z = arr_1 [ i 2 ] [ 2 ] − arr_2 [ i 1 ] [ 2 ]
71 r = np . s q r t ( np . square ( x ) + np . square ( y ) + np . square ( z ) )
72 i f r < RMAX:
73 re turn r
74 e l s e :
75 re turn 0
76
77 def c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ g r (COM_DATA, dim ) :
78 # General ised f o r above halfway
79 a r r = COM_DATA # def ine array
80 a r r [ : , dim ] [ a r r [ : , dim ] < DIST_LIMIT ] = 0 # r e p l a c e a l l x/y values g r e a t e r
than BL/2 with 0 .
81 a r r = a r r [ ~ ( np . equal ( a r r [ : , dim ] , 0 ) ) ] # c r e a t i n g a new array f o r the f a l s e
index values
82 a r r [ : , dim ] −= BOX_LENGTH # s u b t r a c t the box length from the x/y
component of each row .
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83 re turn a r r
84
85 def c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ l e s s (COM_DATA, dim ) :
86 # General ised f o r below halfway
87 a r r = COM_DATA # def ine array
88 a r r [ : , dim ] [ a r r [ : , dim ] > DIST_LIMIT ] = 0 # r e p l a c e a l l x/y values smal ler
than BL/2 with 0 .
89 a r r = a r r [ ~ ( np . equal ( a r r [ : , dim ] , 0 ) ) ] # c r e a t i n g a new array f o r the f a l s e
index values
90 a r r [ : , dim ] += BOX_LENGTH #add the box length to the x/y component of
each row .
91 re turn a r r
92
93 def create_pbc_box ( ) :
94
95 # Prepare the s e l e c t i o n COMS from which p a i r s o r i g i n a t e :
96 a r r = l o a d _ s e l e c t i o n _ 1 ( )
97 COM_DATA_1 = crea te_centers_of_mass ( a r r )
98
99 # Prepare the box image mirrors :
100 TOP = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ l e s s (COM_DATA_1. copy ( ) , 1 )
101 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_1,TOP) , a x i s =0)
102
103 BOTTOM = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ g r (COM_DATA_1. copy ( ) , 1 )
104 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2,BOTTOM) , a x i s =0)
105
106 LEFT = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ g r (COM_DATA_1. copy ( ) , 0 )
107 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2, LEFT ) , a x i s =0)
108
109 RIGHT = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ l e s s (COM_DATA_1. copy ( ) , 0 )
110 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2, RIGHT) , a x i s =0)
111
112 TOPLEFT = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ g r (TOP. copy ( ) , 0 )
113 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2, TOPLEFT) , a x i s =0)
114
115 TOPRIGHT = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ l e s s (RIGHT . copy ( ) , 1 )
116 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2, TOPRIGHT) , a x i s =0)
117
118 BOTTOMLEFT = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ g r (BOTTOM. copy ( ) , 0 )
119 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2,BOTTOMLEFT) , a x i s =0)
120
121 BOTTOMRIGHT = c r e a t e _ m i r r o r s _ g r (RIGHT . copy ( ) , 1 )
122 COM_DATA_2 = np . concatenate ( (COM_DATA_2,BOTTOMRIGHT) , a x i s =0)
123
124 re turn COM_DATA_2
125
126 # Create a l i s t of the bins f o r use in the histogram
127 def c r e a t e _ b i n s _ l i s t ( s t a r t , end , NBINS) :
128 increment = ( end − s t a r t ) / f l o a t (NBINS)
129 bins = [ 0 ]
130 f o r n in range ( s t a r t , NBINS) :
131 bins_add = n∗ increment
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132 bins = np . concatenate ( ( bins , [ bins_add ] ) , a x i s =0)
133 re turn bins
134
135 # c r e a t e histogram
136 def create_his togram ( nbins , p a i r s ) :
137 ( r e s u l t , b ins ) = np . histogram ( pairs , b ins=nbins , range=None , normed=
False , weights=None)
138 re turn ( r e s u l t , b ins )
139
140 #Add histograms together
141 def add_histo ( r e s u l t 1 , r e s u l t 2 ) :
142 h i s t o = r e s u l t 1 + r e s u l t 2
143 re turn h i s t o
144
145 # Generate the dr^2 c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r array
146 def r _ s q u _ c o r r e c t i o n ( ) :
147 power = 2
148 nbins = c r e a t e _ b i n s _ l i s t ( 0 ,RMAX, NBINS−1)
149 a r r = [ nbins [ 1 ]∗∗power − nbins [ 0 ]∗∗power ]
150 b = [ nbins [ 2 ]∗∗power − nbins [ 1 ]∗∗power ]
151 f o r i in range ( 2 ,NBINS−2) :
152 b =[ nbins [ i +1]∗∗power − nbins [ i ]∗∗power ]
153 a r r = np . concatenate ( ( arr , b ) , a x i s =0)
154 A_box = np . pi ∗ (BOX_LENGTH∗∗2)
155 A_radial = np . pi∗RMAX∗∗2
156 a r r = np . pi∗ a r r/A_radial
157 re turn a r r
158
159 def frame ( ) :
160 # ### Produce the r ^2 array
161 r_squ = r _ s q u _ c o r r e c t i o n ( )
162 r_squ [ r_squ == 0] = 1
163
164 ## ###GENERATE THE HISTOGRAM BINS
165 nbins = c r e a t e _ b i n s _ l i s t ( 0 ,RMAX, NBINS)
166 np . s a v e t x t ( ’ b ins . dat ’ , nbins )
167
168 ## ###GENERATE MIRRORS
169 COM_DATA_2 = create_pbc_box ( )
170
171 ## ###CALCULATE PAIR DISTANCES FROM FIRST REFERENCE BENZENE IN LIST
172 a r r = l o a d _ s e l e c t i o n _ 1 ( )
173 COM_DATA_1 = crea te_centers_of_mass ( a r r )
174 p a i r s 1=b u i l d _ p a i r s ( 0 ,COM_DATA_1,COM_DATA_2)
175 n_pairs = len ( p a i r s 1 )
176
177 ### ###CREATE NORMALISED HISTOGRAM−A FROM PAIR DISTANCES
178 i = 0
179 ( r e s u l t , b ins ) = create_his togram ( nbins , p a i r s 1 )
180 r e s u l t = r e s u l t [ 1 : NBINS−2]
181 r e s u l t _ a = r e s u l t
182 i f n_pairs > 0 :
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183 i += 1
184
185 # ###CALCULATE PAIR DISTANCE FROM SECOND REFERENCE BENZENE IN LIST
186 p a i r s 2=b u i l d _ p a i r s ( 1 ,COM_DATA_1,COM_DATA_2)
187 n_pairs = len ( p a i r s 2 )
188
189 ## ###CREATE HISTOGRAM−B FROM PAIR DISTANCES
190 ( r e s u l t , b ins ) = create_his togram ( nbins , p a i r s 2 )
191 r e s u l t = r e s u l t [ 1 : NBINS−2]
192 r e s u l t _ b = r e s u l t
193 i f n_pairs > 0 :
194 i += 1
195
196 # ###ADD HISTOGRAM−A AND B TOGETHER###
197 h i s t o = add_histo ( r e s u l t _ a , r e s u l t _ b )
198
199 ###LOOP ROUTINE OVER ALL PARTICLE COMS
200 n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l = n_pairs
201 f o r n in range ( 2 ,NUMBER_OF_COMS−1) :
202 n_pairs = len ( b u i l d _ p a i r s ( n ,COM_DATA_1,COM_DATA_2) )
203 r e s u l t _ a = h i s t o
204 ( r e s u l t , b ins ) = create_his togram ( nbins , b u i l d _ p a i r s ( n ,
COM_DATA_1,COM_DATA_2) )
205 r e s u l t _ b = r e s u l t [ 1 : NBINS−2]
206 i f n_pairs > 0 :
207 i += 1
208 h i s t o = add_histo ( r e s u l t _ a , r e s u l t _ b )
209 n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l += n_pairs
210 re turn ( his to , n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l )
211
212 frame ( )
213
214 n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l = 0
215 r_squ = r _ s q u _ c o r r e c t i o n ( )
216 r_squ [ r_squ == 0] = 1
217 t r a j = U. t r a j e c t o r y
218 h i s t o = 0
219 n_frames = len ( t r a j ) − 1
220 skip = 1
221 n_loop = n_frames/skip
222 f o r t s in range ( n_loop ) :
223 h i s t o += frame ( ) [ 0 ]
224 p r i n t t r a j . frame
225 n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l += frame ( ) [ 1 ]
226 p r i n t n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l
227 p r i n t h i s t o
228 [ t r a j . next ( ) f o r b in range ( skip ) ]
229 h i s t o _ f i n a l = h i s t o /( r_squ ∗ n _ p a i r s _ t o t a l )
230 p r i n t h i s t o _ f i n a l
231 np . s a v e t x t ( ’ result_RDF−XXX. dat ’ , h i s t o _ f i n a l ) # Produces column f i l e of RDF
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